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Forgive us a little indulgence for our
25th birthday. Yup, Fast Bikes has
somehow reached this landmark just

about in once piece – despite thrashing and
crashing nearly everything out there. Maybe it
was all about lifestyle, not deathstyle, after all…
There have been moments when the very

existence of the magazine was under threat, when
incarceration loomed and when no-one would
answer our calls requesting bikes. But we got
through all that and now think that the mag has
never looked better and offered so much to you,
our dear readers.
We didn’t want the issue to be one massive love

fest to the likes of Schiller, Shakey, Hamma and
Frosty, but we thought that we would include a big
blast from the past – in the form of an old road
test to give you a flavour of what the mag was like
then. Not an awful lot has altered since then,
although we seem to be getting away with parking
bikes into bridges and the like. There’s definitely
less nakedness with regards to riding, too. That can
only be a good thing, on your behalf at least.
One thing that has changed is the environment

in which we ride, and what was seen then as mere
youthful exuberance would probably get us locked
up by the end of this sentence now. Ever more
sophisticated ways to shaft us have been un-
earthed, meaning that we have to fly under the
radar to get the job done both here and abroad
– rather than laud about it and rub it in old
knacker’s face on videos and DVDs.
But the spirit remains strong, and we aim to

deliver a slice of extreme excellence every month
for your delectation – and that’s why we couldn’t
resist grouping a Fireblade and GSX-R1000 together
as an afterparty to last month’s massive SBOTY
test. They are such a potent pair, but about to be
usurped by massive revamps to reignite sales,
competitiveness, races and, increasingly important
these days for some reason, likes and hashtags.
We look back on the NW200, a race that if it

wasn’t for bad luck would have no luck at all, and
look to the TT race week. Once I’ve finished writing
this I’m jumping on a plane over there to gather all
the stories from behind the scenes – can’t wait!
It’s a packed month in the mag, a packed month

on the racing calendar and
you should be packing
your month out with rides,
trips and trackdays galore.
Have fun doing it all!

WELCOME

Join the FB Forum:

FastBikesMag.com/
FastBikes-Forum

Join us on Facebook:

Facebook.com/
FastBikesMagazine

Get Fast Bikes for Apple iOS devices

FastBikesMag.com/
newsstand

View Fast Bikes video content:

youtube.com/
fastbikesmag

Get Fast Bikes for Android:

Zinio.com/FastBikes
Join us on Twitter:

@FastBikesMag

Subscribe!

To see the latest
Fast Bikes subscription
offers look at p85 or visit
classicmagazines.co.uk/fb

Getting Away With
It, 25 Years On...

E D I T O R
Simon ‘Rootsy’ Roots
sroots@mortons.co.uk

D E P U T Y E D I T O R
Benjamin ‘BJ’ Kubas Cronin
bkubascronin@mortons.co.uk

C O N T R I B U T O R
Alastair ‘A-Force’ Fagan

fastbikesletters@mortons.co.uk

A D M A N A G E R
Charlie ‘The Sheriff’ Oakman

coakman@mortons.co.uk
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At the end of the day, it comes down
to simple economics. By the 1st of
January 2017, every manufacturer

has to offer solely Euro4 machinery for sale.
If any bike doesn’t comply then it can’t be
sold to a customer. That means that from
now until the end of the year manufacturers
and dealers will be unloading current stock
like a fork lift driver at five to five in the
desperate hope that they won’t have to
pre-register bikes by the dozen to ensure
that they can be sold as a second-hand
machine come the beginning of January.

But what of established models that face
the prospect of obliteration for failing to
abide by these new rules? Given the fact that
Euro5 laws will be with us in 2020, there’s
not much hope of any brand new ground-up
bikes being released that won’t get through
these 2020 laws without much more than a
tweak here and there.

So current bikes on sale in 2016 will need
to be adapted to pass Euro4 laws. What that
means needs to be understood on a
case-by-case basis. Another catalyser in the

PLANET FF – RREVIEWS

EURO 4
THE END OF THE ROAD?

pipe and the addition of ABS could be all
that’s needed for some machines, while
others will need a more comprehensive
overhaul. And the more stuff needs to be
done, the more expensive it becomes and the
less likely those costs will be recouped by
the time Euro5 comes in.

So what’s at threat? It looks like the main
casualties will be in the Supersports
category. These bikes are inherently long in
the tooth, with only Kawasaki and Triumph
making meaningful changes in recent years.
This still might not be enough for Triumph
not to pull the plug. We’ve been in touch
regarding this matter and the silence from
the Hinckley factory is deafening. While it
will continue to produce the Street Triple
using the 675 motor, albeit likely in an
enlarged size, the Daytona is teetering on the
scrapheap according to a source close to the
factory. Similarly, a Honda insider has said
that the CBR600RR won’t be converted to
Euro4 spec, meaning the end of the road for
the most popular sportsbike ever made.

Elsewhere, Ducati is due to deliver a new
Panigale at the end of the year, and after the
lengths the firm had to go through to get the
959 to pass we could be in for another
machine with a re-routed exhaust to get it to
pass. Look to the WSB machine’s twin-shot
race pipes for what we may expect to appear
on the 11 and 1299 – unless there’s a switch
to a V4. At least these options may not make
people as angry as the 959’s exhaust did…

Kawasaki tackled Euro4 early with the
ZX-10R – a sign of things to come?

Are we waving goodbye to the
sublime Triumph Daytona?
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COMPETITION!

WIN COOL STUFF!
James Whitham’s cleaning products’ firm, Team 6t9, and the BeMoto
insurance firm have joined forces to bring race fans an exclusive
competition for the ‘money can’t buy’ prize of meeting motorcycle racing
legend Fast Freddie Spencer at ‘World GP Bike Legends at Silverstone
Classic’ on Saturday 30th July 2016.

If you have ever wanted the chance to talk racing with one of the
most popular personalities in the industry, this is it. We’ve spent some
quality time with Mr Spencer (to you) in the past and absolutely loved
our time listening to the anecdotes of old. But that’s not all, the winner
will also take home a signed replica of Freddie’s Arai race
helmet and a year’s supply of James Whitham’s 6t9
cleaning products and lubricants. This is a
competition that is definitely not to be missed!

The prizes will be handed over by Freddie
himself, as the lucky winner will be invited as
his guest at the event.

All you have to do to enter is fill in your
details here; www.bemoto.uk/win-a-
legendary-day-with-fast-freddie-spencer

Seriously, that’s about it, and it has to !
Best of luck!

For the next ten months there’s now an injunction in the town of Harlow,
specifically to stop ‘unauthorised’ motorcycle ride-outs. And cars too, being
fair, but still – what the hell? It came into effect just in time to stop a ride-out
that had been planned, following growing complaints from residents.
Apparently bikers have been riding dangerously, on roads and off-road, making
a nuisance of themselves and being noisy.

According to a council spokesperson the issue is ‘nuisance, particularly from
the illegal riding of motorbikes is blighting people’s quality of life, and the
council will not stand by and do nothing’. We had no idea riding motorbikes on
public roads was illegal… There are a list of forbidden practices you cannot do,
obvious ones like speeding,
stunting and so on. Anyone who
does that in a town centre
deserves all they get quite
frankly, those restrictions are
stating the bleeding obvious.
The more alarming ones
concern driving in ‘convoy’ or
gathering in groups and, yes,
beeping your horn. So, what, if
you ride through Harlow you
need to have a half mile gap
between you and each of your
mates? A couple of you can’t
stop there without getting a
tug? If you beep someone about
to pull out on you, maybe saving
your life, you get a fine? It
sounds like madness on the
face of it, but certainly sets a
dangerous precedent for
elsewhere, doesn’t it?

ANGELS IN HARLOW

Check out Whit’s range at www.team6t9.com
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THE GRID OF NEWS
Who’s qualified where in this month’s news race?

APRILIA RSV4 R-FWS
■ Aprilia has started taking orders, and
building, the four special models of RSV4
for track use only. They are the R-FW
Stock (17,200 Euros), R-FW Stock APX
(25,900 Euros), R-FW SBK (35,600 Euros)
and the daddy – R-FW WSBK at 79,500
Euros. And this doesn’t include tax!
Power goes up incrementally across
them from 205 to over 230bhp, as does
chassis specification. Be aware though,
that either of the SBK versions will need
rebuilds, the first at 2,000kms at a cost
of 10,000 Euros, and 4,000kms at 15,000
Euros – yikes! That being said, we’d be
happy with either of the Stock versions
as track bikes. But, if you have the dosh,
this is genuine WSB material for your
garage. Wow, just wow…

CHASING MV’S STATUS
■ As we write, we still have little clue
what’s going on with MV Agusta. What
we have gleaned is that boss Giovanni
Castiglioni continues to try and keep
control of the company. Polaris has been
mooted as potential buyers, however,
we must not forget AMG Mercedes
holds a significant stake in the company.
Word is the Polaris rumours has
incensed the German’s so much that the
matter has now gone above AMG’s
heads, right up to the top of the Daimler
group. Added to that, are other
companies owed money by MV, who
also want a change of ownership to
happen, and quickly. The good news is
that production has once more started
and bikes will be flowing into dealers
again soon. This will rumble on and on…

RIDERS FOR HEALTH
CLOSES DOORS
■ After making a terrific impact on the
lives of many in Africa, it’s sad to see
that the charity Riders for Health has
been forced to close its UK office,
thereby effectively closing the charity.
Although operations on the ground will
continue with the charity’s remaining
funds, the inability to secure extra
income to cover operating costs has
forced the charity’s hand. Over the last
25 years the charity has had a huge
impact, but this
news shows just
how precarious the
finances were, even
with major support
from the FIM and
MotoGP.

STORM AHEAD
■ Aldo Drudi, he of Rossi helmet design
fame, has turned his attention to the
metal thing underneath a lid for the first
time. Working in conjunction with Italian
bike builder Air Garage and Honda Italy,
a VFR1200F has been transformed into
the Burasca 1200 – Burasca means
storm in the local lingo. Given the base
with which he had to start with, we’re
still not quite sure this can be
considered a success, but at least it’s
been tarted up in the component
department with an Akrapovic system,
Öhlins suspension, Nissin calipers and
lightweight wheels added to the mix.

NEW HUSKY BARKS
■ News reaches us that Husqvarna is
close to releasing its version of a
Diavel-esque cruiser in the form of the
1301. Using the mighty Super Duke R
motor at its core, styling is radical,
components high end and it has a
menacing attitude. This is all part of
parent company KTM’s plan for Husky,
which it bought in late 2013. The KTM
brand is very specific and is treasured by
the men in orange – meaning a branded
cruiser is out. But putting the bike out
under a different brand, one that no-one
is quite sure about what it represents, is
a safer bet. Either way, it looks nuts!

FREE MCPINT TYRES
■ If you fancy a set of Dunlop
RoadSmart III tyres for little in the way of
outlay or effort, then all you need do is
tell Dunlop about your road trips. A
certain John McGuinness will then pore
through the entries each month to
select the top three, each of whom will
receive a free pair of hoops to go out
and enjoy more road trips with. Can’t go
wrong really, can you? Plus it should
save you a few quid if you’re selected!
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EVENT

This year’s North West 200 finally
saw beautiful weather – as well

as breath-taking levels of speed, a
nd heart-breaking tragedy…

209.8MPH…
W O R D S : B E N J A M I N J K U B A S C R O N I N

P I C S : N W 2 0 0 , A N D R E W S A U N D E R S , B M W , V A L V O L I N E

For the first time in as long as

anybody can remember, the North

West 200 was held under gorgeous

sunny skies, with the weather, for once,

playing almost no part in holding proceedings

up. And, as such, records start
ed to tumble,

be they lap times or terminal speeds.

Bruce Anstey on the superbike-spec

Padgett’s Honda Fireblade (yup
, that

out-dated model that can no longer cut it on

the short circuits) was clocked
at an

astonishing 209.8mph, which even on the

NW200’s long streamline friendly straights is

a phenomenal turn of pace and evidence, if

we needed any, of just how well the Padgett’s

squad puts together a racing motorcycle. This

was in Saturday’s main Superbike race and,

sadly for Bruce, he wasn’t able to use that

pace to challenge eventual winner of th
e

red-flagged outing, Michael Dunlop.

The race was stopped because Anstey

crashed out. He was thankfully unhurt,

although was not the only man to suffer

more than a few bruises over the course of

race week. Ryan Farquhar had an enormous

off during Thursday’s Supertwi
n race through

the Black Hill section of the circuit, with Dan

Cooper unable to avoid the stricken Farquhar.

Ryan’s injuries have seen him in and out of

intensive care to date, and we wish him a

speedy and complete recovery.

Saturday’s events started well enough in

front of a huge crowd, with Alastair Seeley

bagging his second win of the week in the

Supersport race. Thursday’s vic
tory was his

16th NW200 win, finally breaking Robert

Dunlop’s previous record of 15; Saturday’s

was the 17th. Then Ian Hutchinson took a

popular victory in the Superstock event, with

the production 1000s breaking 200mph with

alarming regularity throughout both practice

and racing. The race itself was a be
lter, with

riders vying for slipstreaming supremacy.

Michael Dunlop even took the time to wave

at Michael Rutter while doing over
200mph

while on the way to setting a lap record, but

that wave ended up costing him five places

by the time they hit the next chicane!

All was well with the world at that point;

the sun was out, the crowd was huge, the

racing both fierce and exciting, with the place

absolutely buzzing.
As a free to attend event, the NW200 is an

astonishing thing to behold. Amazing as the

TT is, there’s nothing like seeing a
mass grid

start on the roads, with you planted just feet

away from 30 bikes thundering past mere

millimetres from each other at 150mph.

John McGuinness reckoned he’d never been over 200mph on

two wheels before this North West. Well, he has now!
Our own Mr Parrish put in a day of work behind the

microphone. And so he should, the money he’s on...

Even the biggest
stars have their
own fingernail-
biting moments
before the start...
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EVENT

There’s nothing else like it in the world, not

the Ulster, not Macau, and the whole event is

underlined by the charm and welcoming

nature of the indigenous popul
ation.

However, the saying goes that all good

things come to an end, and for 2016’s NW200

that was during the second Supertwin race.

Malachi Mitchell-Thomas, a real up and

coming roads star, crashed at roughly the

same place Farquhar had two nights before,

and it didn’t look good. The racing was

stopped and delayed, and delayed again. The

crowd became restless and worried faces in

the paddock turned to real concern upon

learning the helicopter hadn’t yet transp
orted

Malachi to hospital. A few hours later the

news filtered through that we had lost

Malachi, and racing was respectfully

abandoned for the remainder of the meeting.

This was a sad and bitter end to what had

been one of the best NW200 meetings for

years. Racing motorcycles as fast as possible

is inherently dangerous, even more so on the

roads, but it’s also why racers and fans alike

are magnetically drawn to it, too. That draw

and danger are inseparable parts of
the

overall sum, a culmination which even

tragedy such as this won’t ever diminish.

Young Malachi lost his life doing what he

loved most, something few of us will ever be

able to achieve, whether by accident or

design. RIP, lad. Hope the racin
g rocks

wherever you are now…

time in ten rs,
.

nly it was always like this...

This year’s brollies were put to an altogether different use!

Wot no RC213V-S?

BJ issues the last minute pep
talk. ‘Brake later, gas it sooner...’

Neither Bruce nor his ’Blade look like
near 210mph weapons. But they are...

Dunlop looked hard to beat...

Not every race had spectators on
the edge of their seats...

Compared to being almost invisible
last year on his R1, Dunlop’s 2016
race pace proved nigh on invincible...
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ROADS

THE

GREATEST
ROADS IN
BRITAIN
Caistor High Street, Lincolnshire



IN ASSSSOOCCIATIOON WITH
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K We all know how wonderful a
circuit Cadwell Park is, but if
you’ve never been to

Lincolnshire to watch the racing or take part
in a trackday you won’t know how
spectacular the local roads are, too.
We could have plucked any one of about a

trillion roads in the area, but we’re
particularly fond of the Caistor High Street –
a route that takes you from the gates of
Cadwell up to Brigg. So after watching the
action on track, hook up with the A157 for a
small stretch before taking the High Street
proper – although this is like no other High
Street we’ve ever come across before...
It’s denoted as the B1225, and it works its

way up through the Lincolnshire Wolds
towards Caistor. This isn’t a route packed
with hairpins; it’s a mighty quick
thoroughfare that simply rolls with the
countryside it’s built on – meaning big
swooping bends, a few crests and plenty to
play with and get your teeth stuck into. Once
at Caistor, it’s onto the A1084 towards Brigg
and out of the Wolds, with more of the same
packed into the next 15 or so miles. All in,
this is a 30-mile route that will leave you
with a massive grin on your face – and if you
have to get back to Cadwell then there are all
manner of routes that leave you in a similar
state of mind. Keep ’em peeled for the police,
farm traffic and lackadaisical locals and
you’ll have a blast along with route…





Yes, yes, we know that
anything with four wheels
is a car, and that this

pushes the boundaries of even our
Leftfield page, but Yamaha’s
YXZ1000R is a machine that wants
desperately to be a bike – even
in its ability to maim, as we were
to find out on a day put on by its
owners…

Americans term this vehicle a
Side-by-Side (SxS) machine, in that
there’s room for two. They then go
and buzz around a desert of their
choice jumping, skidding and
probably shooting each others
heads off high on crystal meth,
before driving them back and
barbecuing a buffalo for tea. It’s a
massive market in America – and is
growing ever sporting, hence this
radically designed, ready to hoon
buggy extraordinaire.

We’re a bit short of deserts in the
UK, but the race scene is getting
bigger and experience centres are
likely to sprout up to tap into the
near-death galas that masquerade as
modern day stag-dos. Indeed, our day
was held at the Thorney Motorsport
centre a few miles from Silverstone.
Other than that, you’d need a huge
country pile and extensive grounds to
do this weapon’s grade, 85mph, four
wheeled fun magnet justice.

So what is it exactly? In terms of
its DNA, Crick and Watson would
struggle to find the connection
between this and anything out of
Yamaha’s bike range. It uses a 998cc
motor, but before you go assuming
it’s from an R1 you quickly learn
that it’s a three cylinder lump
extracted from a snowmobile –
albeit designed with Yamaha’s
crossplane crank principles very

much at the fore. Indeed, from what
we could see, the only connection
to a bike we found was the brake
light from the 2002 R1!

It’s then wrapped up in a massive
cage to protect you from the
(almost) inevitable, a set of massive
Fox shocks are donated to each
corner, some whacking great big
brakes are added then the very
funky shell painted in 60th
anniversary colours creates the most
salivating prospect.

LIFE ABOARD

YAMAHA YXZ1000R
A new Yamacar heads from the States to the estates of Blighty – bringing chaos with it...
W O R D S : R O O T S Y P I C S : R A Y C H O O S

Is it a bike? Is it a plane?
Is it about to crash?
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Highlights
998cc triple motor
Sequential gearbox
2WD/4WD/Diff-lock
Fox shocks
685kg
112bhp
£17,399

TRACK 9
Rough or smooth!

FAST ROAD 6
Make it road legal

HOOLIGAN 9
Angel with dirty face

NEW RIDER 9
Built for crashing

DESIRABILITY 10
Be the envy of mates…



Verdict
9/10

The best fun you can have
on four wheels. Who said
cars were crap?

+ BIG JUMPS, BIG POWER,
BIG GRINS
- PRICE, CRASHES, NO
DESERTS IN UK...

LEFTFIELD

But before we all
went batshit crazy into
turn one our excitement
was tempered by a safety
briefing, which seemed to
revolve around how easy
they are to crash. As such,
we were all harnessed in,
made to wear a helmet
and a Simpson neck
restraint. Even our wrists
were tethered so as not to
get trapped should we roll
over. The key to speed,
apparently, was to make
full use of the motor
down the straight bits,
then brake in a straight
line and don’t fight the
car in the turns. As soon
as you start adding inputs
in a corner the massive
shocks load up and then
release the forces within
just when you don’t want
them to – as amply
demonstrated by our used
bike expert, Jon Urry, a
few laps in.

They are difficult to
drive fast. The motor is a
peach, developing rapid
acceleration with a
throttle that really likes to
be either in the on or off
position. There is,
however, bags of torque
from the triple, so you
can drive them in a more
relaxed mode (although
why you’d ever want to
is beyond us). Cornering
is tricky, and you can feel
that they teeter on the
edge going into a corner.
Apply gas on the way
out, and the Maxxis tyres
grip, rip and fire you
forward. The course was
far from smooth, and
those big tyres do pick up
ruts meaning that you
have to be on guard at all
times – being in 4WD
mode (you can switch to
2WD) helped enormously
here. But the most
amazing thing was how

they soaked up the
jumps. Those Fox shocks
were getting all sorts of
abuse, or so it seemed as
an interested onlooker,
but when you’re there
leaping around the track
it feels positively
comfortable.
Jon’s lesson was lost

on the rest of the group,
with another three rolls
taking their toll on the
machinery – we kept
things upright, just. They
are as robust as they
look, but there’s no such
thing as a slow crash
here and bits do bend.
Thankfully, the Thorney
boys made light work of
repairs, changing a top
cage over lunch and then
replacing a strut later in
the afternoon.
As entertainment goes,

there’s very little that
comes close. Jumping,
sliding and crashing in

relative safety is as much
fun as it looks. It all,
however, comes at a price
– an R1M type price. Plus
you need somewhere apt
to let them off the leash
as well as being not too
far from someone how
can hammer it all straight
again. But if this isn’t an
advert for selling up and
moving to California then
I don’t know what is.

EN
G
IN Type 998cc, l/c, 12v inline triple

Bore x Stroke 80.0 x 66.2mm
Compression 11.3:1
Fuelling TCI, Mikuni 41mm throttle bodies
Claimed Power 112bhp @ 8,500rpm
Claimed Torque 103Nm @ 7,000rpm

C
H
A
SS

IS Frame Tubular steel frame
Front Suspension Fox shock, fully adj, 412mm travel
Rear Suspension Fox Shock, fulluy adj, 432mm travel
Front Brakes Dual hydraulic disc
Rear Brakes Dual hydraulic disc

D
IM

EN
SI
O
N
S Wheelbase 2,300mm

Seat Height na
Kerb Weight 685kg
Fuel Capacity 34 litres

PR
IC
E Price £17,399

From www.yamaha-motor.eu

TECHNICAL YamahaYXZ1000R

Looking for something a bit different to parade
round your massive country estate?

What's not to
like here?
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ALTERNATIVE CHOICES
ARIEL NOMAD FROM £30,000
I wanna give you devotion, with the Nomad
from serial machine abusers Ariel. It uses a
chunky 2.4 litre motor to make crashing it
into a ditch that much quicker…

POLARIS RZR FROM £16,999
This was the top dog in the SxS world – until
the Yamaha came along and ruined
everything. There are various configurations,
including a 1,000cc inline four motor…

KTM EXC-F 500 £7,849
If you can live without the massive roll cage
– and another ten grand in your pocket –
then KTM’s top of the range enduro bike is
the machine for you.
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FURYGAN: AFS-19
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£89.99 www.nevis.uk.com

DAINESE: FULL METAL D1
does, and
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e, stuffed
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t

i

£279.99 www.dainese.com

RACE GLOVES
The hand is a wonderful piece of evolution,
wouldn’t you say? Those opposable thumbs
we possess certainly have a lot to answer for
in regards to our rapid development as a
species and now, in the modern age, each
and every digit is more important than ever
considering all the bloody buttons we push
on a daily basis. So keeping them as safe as
possible is essential we’d venture, especially
as we, as bikers, can quite often put them in
the odd spot of danger from time to time.
This makes wearing good gloves, or the best
you can possibly afford, a crucial decision.

The pinnacle of the motorcycle glove world
is the race glove, designed to protect in the
harshest environs. Think about the range of
movement your hands are capable of. Now
imagine wrapping them in some thin leather.
So far, so simple, right? The tricky part comes

when adding protection to make sure they’re
built tough and without compromise – all
while retaining full movement and allowing
as much feel as possible. This is where things
get tricky, and where the top products really
shine. There’s a great deal of shite out there
(fake stuff too). It may be priced cheaply, but
the old mantra of getting what you pay for
should be enough to dissuade you from that
alluring £20 bin of ambiguously sourced
mittens at some random show in the middle
of a field somewhere. Choose well, choose
wisely and always buy the very best you can.

Here on these pages are some of the most
expensive and the best, but also some of the
most impressive pound per protection items
on the market, too. Every pair we've pcked
here we’d gladly wear, so the only question
remaining is – how about you, then?

ALPINESTARS: GP TECH

when .
Available in va .

£229.99 www.alpinestars.com

KNOX: HANDROIDS
i id is

ay
l ’ . k

ne a
are
er

i t n ) seam
l o s her on

nger
guards rem , i ill look
fecking co k, red or
white, and

£169.99 www.planet-knox.com
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PIDI: CARBO TRACK
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RACER: HIGH SPEED

£179 99 www tranam.co.uk

SPADA: PREDATOR II

- .

£69.99 www.spadaclothing.co.uk

NDSTRANDS: OXID

-
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£129.99 www.jofama.se

FIVE: RFX RACE
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£329.99 w o a c u

-

£74.99 www.oxfordproducts.com

RST: TRACTECH EVO RACE

.
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Every now and again you see a product and you just
think it's got everything nailed. We did that recently
at Silverstone when Helite brought along its TT
Airvest to demonstrate to trackdayers. When it
comes to airbags, most of us think of the big brands
with their techno garments. Brilliant products,
they’ve been developed over years of painstaking
programming and product research – and all that
comes at a cost. This, however, is not a product that
needs an algorithm to set it off. No, all it needs is
enough force to trigger the lanyard to pull out from
its housing, and bang – it’s inflated. But let’s begin at
the start. First off, you slip the vest over your
leathers. Do up the toggles and then attach the
lanyard round the bike and away you go. Hopefully
you’ll not need it, and then you’ll undo the lanyard at
the other end of your journey. But what if you forget
to detach it? It’ll go off, won’t it? No, it won’t. The
force needed to activate is stronger than you can

HELITE: TT AIRVEST
generate just getting off the bike – even if it were Al
heading off to Maccas. What you need here is to part
company in an even more dynamic way. Do this and
the vest inflates in milliseconds. It does this through
the use of a spring-loaded spike that, once the
lanyard detaches itself, is then free to pierce a gas
canister and inflate the vest. This protects all of your
vital organs and your neck by absorbing the energy
of an accident and dispersing it through the vest –
not your body. The vest then slowly deflates, so if
you are on your own and have a big 'un it will gently
deflate over ten minutes thus keeping your body as
still as possible. But if you’re raring to do it all again,
you just need to fit another cheap-as-chips gas
canister and you’re free to ride off with the same
level of protection as before – so long as the vest
isn’t compromised. The TT Airvest looks to be a
simple and effective way to protect the upper body
– thankfully at a price that isn’t going to cripple...

£475.00 www.airvest.co.uk
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PAGNOL: M2 JACKET
If you’re after a classy back jacket for stealth city
duties, then this M2 option from American brand
Pagnol looks the business. Made from 1-1.2mm
tumble aged cowhide, the leather is perforated in
the right places to let you enjoy the summer –
with a mesh lining underneath to keep you
comfortable. The back is extended to keep your
arse covered, literally, while the sleeves are
lengthened to make the reach to the bars better.
Black jackets rock, so stick one in your collection!

£435.00 www.pagnol-moto.com

SIDI: ST AIR
If you’re after a perforated boot for the
summer climes then Sidi provides this ST Air
option for your delectation. Offering
protection galore all over the boot, there is an
ankle support brace, a shock absorbing heel
cup and a hardy shin plate to keep your feet
safe. To get your feet in and keep them secure
there is a zip and a buckle and strap system.
They look great, should keep the sniffs out for
longer and if you don’t want the perforated
option, you can choose this option too.

£274.99 www.sidiselect.co.uk

SCORPION:
EXO 510 HELMET

money’s too tight to mention, but you
on’t want to sacrifice your head when it
omes to buying a new crash helmet, then
ive the Scorpion EXO 510 a good look. It’s,
r, 10 better than the EXO 500, with a
hermo resin shell (naturally a cheaper

manufacturing method than more expensive
ds) that contains Scorpion’s clever AirFit
ystem, a quick release strap (not a D-ring), a
wikWick II liner to keep things fresh, decent
enting and a quick release system for the
isor and an integrated flip-down sun visor.

Available in three shell sizes, and plenty of
olours, it’s priced to sell!

YAMAHA: MOTOGP POLO
There’s no better way of trying to blag your wa
into a MotoGP paddock than by wearing a set o
team clothing. That’s exactly what we’re
suggesting you do come the time the circus ro
into Silverstone – and buying this Yamaha Fact
Racing polo shirt will have you in hospitality in
time. Possibly. Even if you get turfed out, plenty
of people will be looking at you in the paddock
thinking ‘I wonder what he does for Yamaha...’
best get making some answers up!

£68.99 www.yamaha-motor.e

MUC-OFF:
MOTORCYCLE CLEANER
f you’ve not used Muc-Off’s brilliant bike
leaner before, go buy a bottle and tell us
t’s not great. We get through as much of
his stuff as we can to make our bikes
hine – so it’s a good job it’s all

biodegradable and kind to all manner of
materials on a bike. Treat your bike to
ome next time she needs a wash; think

of her as your lover – nicer when clean!

£9.00 www.oxfordproducts.com

OXFORD: KNEESLIDERS
Oxford has given the humble kneeslider a
makeover with a range of new designs –
with compounds developed by the Tyco
BMW boys. The serious among you will
plump for the RK-S race option, while the
not so serious have plenty of other designs
to choose from – see above...

£26.99 www.oxfordproducts.com

1 9 9 www.tranam.co.uk

£671.00 www.performanceparts-ltd.com

AKROPOVIC: MT-10 TITANIUM SILENCER
We bet that the folks at Akrapovic breathed a sigh
of relief when they found out how similar the
MT-10 was to the R1. That meant not much had to
be modded to the R1's aftermarket can – bingo!
The titanium silencer features a forged Ti slash

cut end cap, the funky carbon heat shield and is
designed to slip on in seconds. For more power
(and much less weight) there's the option to
de-cat the bike too – or you could go the whole
hog and order up the £1,600 full system...
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Wanna a buy a kick-ass road bike? Wanna bike like what they

race on the telly? Wanna get one cheap? There are only two

bikes you should consider to join Faux-toGP!

THE LAST BLAST…

W O R D S : R O O T S Y

P I C S : J O N N Y ' M O T O G P ' G A W L E R



FIREBLADE VS GSX-R

While the ten most
staggering bikes on
the planet sunned

themselves under azure blue

skies at Portimao last month

during our annual Sportsbike of

the Year test, there were a few

not-so-glaring omissions to the

group. We’ve had a fair few

comments about there being no

Honda Fireblade (especially the

Öhlins-shod SP version) and no

Suzuki GSX-R1000 in the test.

Our retort to these comments is

obvious. They are simply not

quick and focused enough

around the track in stock form –

especially in the company that

2016 is keeping. What were you

expecting for a pair of bikes

approaching their tenth birthday?

But that’s not to say that they’re

irrelevant machines, waiting to

hear the Euro4 death knell at the

end of the year when new

models are ushered in.
Indeed, the threat of their

extinction is actually drumming

up useful trade. Last year nearly

500 of the big Gixers were sold

thanks to them offering all the

power you’ll ever need in a

package that suits the roads

– and all for a smidge over 10

grand. Business this year is

similarly brisk, with zero per

cent finance meaning that with a

two grand deposit you can pay

£198 a month for five years –

with no final balloon payment

We watched them battle on the telly, then went out and had

our own little ding dong. Al’s al
ways had a little ding d

ong...
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at the end weighing you down.
Fireblades, too, have been
performing well in the sales chart
– as they’ve always done –
though without the aggressive
pricing of the Suzuki the story is
a little more humble.

In short, they’re too good to
ignore. So after the excitement of
SBOTY, we thought we’d let the
Honda and Suzuki off the leash
back in Blighty for one last blast
to show that their relevance on
the roads is as strong and
pertinent as ever.

Roll a few miles on either
machine and the pair are just like
Kelloggs Corn Flakes – we’d
forgotten how good they taste.
Dressed in their MotoGP attire,
they look thoroughly modern
and ably capable of aping their
race-bred brethren. Colour is a
key constituent in buying a bike,
whether you admit it or not, and
with the Portuguese sun
borrowed for the day back home,
the pair looked nothing short of
fantastic, easily gleaning glances
from passers-by. It’s also a sign
of the times that any notion of an
association with WSB is
completely shunned by the
factory – although there are a
few BSB replicas and Crescent
colours still lingering in the
shops. Both marketing

fan of the digital tacho of the
Fireblade – give me a needle to
bounce off a limiter any time…
Similarly, the riding position of
each is thoroughly conventional
– although sacrificing half an
inch of footpeg height for a half
sized hero blob would make the
world of difference to the long
term comfort of the ’Blade.
Meanwhile, the Suzuki doesn’t
feel amazingly different to the
near legendary 2005 version. It
puts you in the right frame of
mind; it’s focused on the job of
going fast while respectful of the
fact that we’re not all the size of
a Suzuki test pilot.

And in making that
comparison to the K5, therein

departments crap on about
MotoGP DNA, but that really is a
load of bollocks here. Yet the fact
that the only thing these bikes
share with their equivalent
MotoGP racers is the paint is
almost irrelevant (except to
aficionados) as you make the
association between Marc
Marquez or Maverick Vinales
when you swing a leg over (and
not over Paris Hilton if you’re
pretending to be the latter…).

Thumb each starter and the
racer bubble quickly bursts, their
quiet pipes and inline
configurations bringing you back
down to earth – though not with
a nasty bump, it’s a far more
cushioned landing than that.
Indeed, the addition of the
throaty Yoshimura can (as well
as the other Yoshi parts added to
the GSX-R) and its more audible
intake growl give the Suzuki the
nod in the sound stakes.

Given their respective ages, it’s
no surprise that the cockpits are
so sparse. Neither are offensively
so, showing that the switch to
colour TFT screens and bars with
more buttons than the Cadburys
factory are not the real reason for
switching to more modern
alternatives. You get what you’re
given and don’t long for anything
more – although I’m not a huge

FAGAN’S
OPINION
It’s tough trying to split this
pairing, even with the addition
of the red bellypan for 2016.
While the FireBlade edges pure
aptitude, there’s something
more involving with the GSX-R:
the belligerent induction growl,
rasping exhaust note and,
overall, more of a willingness
to enjoy a good spanking.
Although damn similar, I prefer
the Suzuki’s suspension and
general road holding, as it
tracks the surface with
superiority that translates into
more confidence. It definitely
lacks some of the Honda’s
bottom-end and midrange
shove – but it’s marginal.

You don’t have to be a maverick to
ride the GSX-R. But it helps...

Sparse yet functional...
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FIREBLADE VS GSX-R

THE ADDITION OF THE
YOSHIMURA EXHAUST GIVES
THE SUZUKI THE NOD IN THE
SOUND STAKES HERE...

Highlights
Mega motor
Yoshi extras
Showa suzzies
Brembo stoppers
205kg
159bhp

TRACK 8
Forever happy

FAST ROAD 9
Up with the best

HOOLIGAN 8
GSX-R DNA

NEW RIDER 5
Get a 600, pal

DESIRABILITY 7
It’s a MotoGP bike, innit

EN
G
IN
E

The last revision to the bike was in 2012, with subtle
changes on the inside. FEA designed pistons were
made 11 per cent lighter and used a new skirt. The top
end had some changes made to it while cylinder bores
got Suzuki’s SCEM plating to reduce friction. Vent
holes were made pentagonal to curb pumping loses. A
change in tappet skirt material lost 2.5g per tappet
and this allowed higher valve lift which the change in
cam profile offered. Compression ratio was upped to
12.9:1 while the exhaust returned to a single muffler.

C
H
A
SS

IS Frame is as was, but front brake calipers were
switched to Brembo monoblock units in 2012, to
which a Bosch ABS system was added last year. The
change in caliper also allowed thinner discs to be
used. Showa’s Big Piston Forks were used on the K9
bike, but stroke length was reduced by 5mm in 2012.
Settings were also made softer while the centre of
gravity changed with the switch to the then new
exhaust system. Shock and damper are the same as
the 2009 bike, although S20 tyres were new then.

SUZUKI GSX-R1000 £11,399
Nowt new, but it all works well

We blame dodgy launch control...

Sweet looks, sound handling, nuts
performance. That’s a GSX-R for you...
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make for a cracking upgrade to
the CB1000R (that machine using
the less vigorous 2007
powerplant), such is its linearity,
but big handfuls of throttle are
rewarded by acceleration that
dispatches almost anything on
the road. Beautifully fuelled, it
can be ridden round the country
in top all day, but should you
feel the need for speed then it
will shoot you to over 150mph in
an instant – and much, much
more should you find yourself on
a closed road around Portstewart
in the middle of May (Bruce
Anstey hit 194mph at the North
West on his superstock bike –
though Michael Dunlop managed
205.9mph on his BMW showing
the chasm in race terms).
The Suzuki, too, would munch

the Euro4 constrained ZX-10R in
any challenge below 6,000rpm. It
drives in top from 1,500rpm,
then starts to get interested from
just over four grand, before
buzzing merrily all the way to
the redline at a dizzying
13,500rpm. There’s punch galore,
and on a recent trackday at
Brands Hatch on another Gixer, it
offered all you could ever wish
for – and certainly as much as I
could handle. Racing at British
superbike level is another thing
entirely, so don’t get that
confused with 160bhp of true
goodness on the road. Here, both
these bikes rule – especially if
you put a full system on each,
where we’ve seen both bikes
generate Tarmac tearing levels of

lies the problem for both
manufacturers. In 2005 for
Suzuki, and in 2008 for Honda,
each factory produced stunning
bikes that needed a ground up
revision to be surpassed. Suzuki
had to abide by Euro3 laws and
created the heavier and more
cumbersome 2007 version, but
Honda had this factored in when
the Fireblade was so significantly
revised in 2008. Genuine
world-beaters at the time of their
launch (and our SBOTY winners
those years, too) the steps that
followed these giant strides were
always going to be
inconsequential based on the
platform provided – just how do
you go about improving them
with the technology and budgets
available at the time?
So should we be berating the

bikes of today and their glacial
development, or should we be
celebrating their original
inception? If the guttural thrust
of both bikes is anything to go by
then we’re saying it’s party time.
The Fireblade’s smoothness is
deceptive because it packs a real
punch – like you’re joking
around with Joe Pesci’s character
Tommy in Goodfellas. One
minute you’re cruising in the
countryside, next minute, bang
– what do you mean I’m funny?
Funny how? – and all of a
sudden your life is on the line.
Turbine-like has been used

more than once to describe the
’Blade’s output, and it remains
exactly that. The motor would

torque – easily besting BMW
figures in the midrange.
When it comes to cornering,

however, both bikes show their
age – or rather the choice of
rubber shows how old they are.
The Suzuki’s Bridgestone S20s
just about pass muster once you
get some heat into them, but the
Fireblade comes with Dunlop
Qualifier IIs on, a tyre that was
launched in 2009. How they are
still made is some sort of a
miracle (the tyres had a 2015
date on), but the grip levels
dishonour the pride of the
’Blade. On a corner we regularly
use, and on a nice warm day, we
normally get that sound of stones
being picked up at our
designated u-turn point on all
manner of bikes shod on sporty
stuff. Not on these two, the lack
of pebbles bouncing off the
mudguards indicative of the grip
levels offered – no matter that it
was our 20th pass for the
camera. I felt the ’Blade’s front
tuck majorly once, minorly half a
dozen other times, meaning that
on a run you can’t put faith fully
in that sublime chassis. You
know that the Showa suspension
is on your side, when you’ve
added a bit more support at the
rear, but the front just can’t
deliver the news of what’s going
on at the coalface. It means that
you can’t barrel into a corner
with the faith that you’d have on
other tyres. When everything
these days comes on something
much sportier, that’s like missing

DEALS ON WHEELS
You could pay full price for a new
bike, take advantage of a PCP
offer, or start playing hardball.
There are many offers out there,
including a load of pre-reg bikes,
but we’ve seen pre-reg new
Fireblades for under £11,000
and demo bikes at under £9,500.
GSX-Rs? There are a few of
various vintages, but what caught
our eye was an ex-demo L4
version at £8,995. Nine grand for a
200-mile model is nuts money.
But the beauty of these two bikes
is that you have years’ worth of
options in the used market – with
prices for half decent 2008
Fireblades starting at £5,000
and last generation GSX-Rs (non
ABS, from 2012) at £6,500. Value
for money? It doesn’t get better
than this!



an open goal from two yards.
The story on the GSX-R is

better, but it’s not like we’re
rolling on Supercorsas here
– although compared to the
’Blade’s rubber the Bridgestones
feel like simmering slicks. If
Suzuki’s goal is to punt out the
last bike in balanced, road-biased
form then they’ve done a
cracking job. The Showa BPF’s
aren’t everyone’s cup of tea, but
I like their resistance to braking
– although feedback can be a
little more hidden once the pace
is upped. The shock feels on the
saggy side too, but having
fiddled with the standard stuff
before (on the 2012 launch of the
revised bike – Brembo
monoblocks, plumped power and
Showa BPFs – where we did over
100 laps and found a sizzling
setting) we know that capable
settings can come out of the
standard stuff.

Braking is now backed up by
ABS on both bikes, although the
Suzuki’s lever span is crazy
– with the lever nearly back to
the bar on its sixth setting.
There’s not masses of power
there on the first ‘S’ of the
squeeze, but it gets things shored
up in the end – albeit with
interference on the road under
heavy braking that manifests
itself more menacingly on track.
The Fireblade’s in-house eC-ABS
system is supremely heavy (at 11
kilos, an astonishing figure), but
ultimately less intrusive,
although there is a little

inconsistency felt at the lever.
As we all know, ABS is as

extensive as the electronics get,
notwithstanding the almost
pointless Drive-Mode system of
the Suzuki. Of course, this only
matters if you need these systems
– traction control, quickshifters,
down blippers, launch control,
wheelie control, braking control,
electronic suspension, cornering
ABS. Do you need TC on the
road? We’d argue not, as you’re
much more likely to lose the
front or interface with something
else than highside into oblivion
(hamfistedness notwithstanding).
Launch control? It’s built into
your hands and brain. Wheelie

control? That’s as needless as a
breast reduction in our book.
Everything else? Mechanics and
skill can overcome that. The
engineers of these bikes would
argue that the use of these
trinkets masks inability
elsewhere – and they’re right. To
a point…

Over the course of a day long
ride, a week long loan, and
thousands of miles riding similar
models, the quality of both
machines oozes out of every
crevice. The addition of a double
bubble screen and the more
relaxed riding position (with
extra adjustability in the pegs)
gives the Suzuki the nod in

comfort terms, and the MotoGP
paint, somehow, does it for me
in terms of looks. The ’Blade’s
more bulbous looks just don’t
quite cut it, nor does riding
round advertising a Spanish
petrol firm on my flanks.

That evening with my opening
gambit in mind, I purposefully
bought a box of Corn Flakes for
the next morning, and guess
what – they rock! It’s the same
story with these bikes, and we’ve
not even talked about money yet.
If you want to ride away on a
new bike, Honda and Suzuki
dealers will be willing to listen to
your offers before they end up
with non Euro4 compliant

Which did we like best?
We sat on the fence...

Er, Silverstone had let the grass grow
suspiciously long for our track session...
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something wrong with it. The
2008 bike has been tweaked, but
only when better forks and a
shock came along. Rubber aside,
what else does it need? The
GSX-R1000 tells the same story,
albeit from the stout start of the
2001 original. It built its way up
to the K5 then has clawed its
way back to the heights of this
model, albeit 10 years later. In a
way, it only matters that it has
got back to its prime, because
even back then the K5 was like
bringing an AK-47 to a knife fight
when riding it on the road. Now
we’re looking as the GSX-R as a
round peg for the round hole that
is the road – we’re talking
metaphorically here, not in
regard to potholes…
“How can these be called

sportsbikes when they are so
very big and heavy,” reckoned
Tadao Baba at the birth of the
’Blade, but the same could be
accused of these two bikes now
– added to which would be the
absence of electronics. But
Baba-san built not only a legacy,
but ultimately a rod for Honda’s
own back, even if he had little
practical input into the 2008
masterpiece. Hiroshi Iio, the man
behind so many of Suzuki’s
successes should also be
recognised as a creator of
greatness. “Every GSX-R in
history has been created to
become the best and strongest

stock whose value is about to go
into freefall the closer January

looms. For half the price of a
Panigale S, you can get and
buy a brand new bike that
offers everything you’ll ever

need on the road – or you could
buy both the ’Blade and the
GSX-R! Against the price of a
new Kawasaki ZX-10R you could
add a full system, forks internals
and a shock – and have enough
change for a decent pair of tyres.
Up against a fully loaded BMW,
to that you could also treat
yourself to new wheels and some
engine work and electronics to
achieve parity with anything
you’ll find on road – or track. No
wonder the supersport class is
on its knees when you can buy
an icon for the price of an R6.
Progress only goes one way,

we get that, and there’s no
denying that these two bikes
have been left behind in
technical terms, but in the
Fireblade and GSX-R1000 we
have surely reached the road’s
zenith. From its radical
beginnings, 16-inch front wheel,
893cc capacity, RWU forks,
Tadao Baba’s FireBlade concept
has become thoroughly
conventional, but brilliant too as
it has the road and rider at its
heart. TC has been eschewed as
it would have sullied the efforts
of the fuel injection team,
implying that there was

Any more lean and the old
rubber has a benny attack...

No anti-wheelie here, thankfully



Highlights
Legendary motor
WSB stalwart
Showa suspension
eC-ABS brakes
211kg
157bhp

TRACK 7
Not on that rubber

FAST ROAD 9
Made for the job

HOOLIGAN 6
Not with eC-ABS

NEW RIDER 5
Can be steady

DESIRABILITY 5
Not an RC213V-S
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In 2012 the Fireblade’s lump got its first looking at
since 2008 with work done reshaping ports and some
polishing of the combustion chamber – in 2010 it did
get a stronger, heavier crank. The SP version also got a
blueprinted motor. It still uses short valve lengths and
titanium intake valves that shed nearly 500 grams over
the previous parts. The ECU was also remapped to
blend better with the internal changes. A slipper clutch
is used, although electronic aids are entirely absent.
Want more power? A full system can add up to 15bhp.

C
H
A
SS

IS Mass centralisation was the mantra with the bike’s
original design, and not much has changed since. The
last revision to the bike in 2011 saw the switch to new
Showa suspension, including the use of the Big Piston
Fork. Setting changes have been made since, but the
units remains. Small changes around the swingarm
pivot point are the sum changes from the 2008 bike.
Riding position changes are also small, with the pegs
set 10mm further back and the ‘Blade getting wider
bars that are splayed forward. C-ABS is an option still..

HONDA CBR1000RR FIREBLADE £12,799

FAGAN’S
OPINION
The first thing I noticed after
jumping off the Suzuki were
the FireBlade’s excruciatingly
high-pitched pegs, and how
unnatural cornering can be to
your body. And just how much
more initial bite is on offer
with the Honda’s brakes. The
whole package is nearly
faultless, almost too good, but
it’s also bereft of any quirks or
edgy facets. The only limiting
factor – whatever rider ability
we’re talking about – is the OE
rubber. Not only is outright
grip seriously shite, but bump
absorption and overall
handling is hindered.

Monotone it may be, but
what would colour offer?

Wheel speed rotors
are for ABS, not TC...

You need a new paint job to give it your
best John McGuinness impression....
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POWER AND TORQUE

CORE TEST

POWER
TORQUE

SUZUKI GSX-R1000
HONDA CBR1000RR

TECH
DATA

Suzuki GSX-R1000 Honda CBR1000RR

EN
G
IN
E Type 999cc, l/c, 16v inline four 999.8cc, l/c, 16v inline four

Bore x Stroke 74.5 x 57.3mm 76 x 55.1mm
Compression 12.9:1 12.3:1
Fuelling EFI with SDTV, 52mm throttle bodies PGM DFSI, 46mm throttle bodies
Tested Power 158.9bhp @ 11,500rpm 157.2bhp @ 12,800rpm
Tested Torque 102Nm @ 10,100rpm 101Nm @ 8,200rpm

C
H
A
SS

IS Frame Aluminium twin spar Aluminium twin spar
Front Suspension 43mm Showa BPFs, fully adj. 43mm Showa BPFs, fully adj
Rear Suspension Showa monoshock, fully adj. Showa Balance Free shock, fully adj
Front Brakes Four piston Brembo calipers, 310mm discs, ABS Four piston Tokico calipers, 320mm discs, eC-ABS
Rear Brakes Single piston caliper, 220mm discs, ABS Single piston caliper, 220mm disc, eC-ABS

D
IM

EN
SI
O
N
S Wheelbase 1,405mm 1,410mm

Seat Height 810mm 820mm
Dry Weight 205kg 211kg
Fuel Capacity 17.5 litres 17.5 litres

PR
IC
E Price £11,399 £12,799 (ABS)

From Suzuki GB 08085 011959
www.suzuki-gb.co.uk

Honda UK 0845 2008000
www.honda.co.uk

sportbike of its time,” Iio
espoused, and for much of the
nineties and naughties this
remained built into the GSX-R
brand – the marque that’s sold a
million. But with BMW using the
K5 as a blueprint for its S 1000
RR, the GSX-R was effectively
hoisted by its own petard and
turned into an irrelevance for a
period when asking prices were
similar. Both Honda and Suzuki
pointed their rivals in the right
direction, with the recession
forcing a feeble fightback from
departments that only knew how
to improve greatness – not create
it from scratch.
2017 promises much, and if

the new bikes from Honda and
Suzuki can leave a legacy as
grand, capable and relevant as
the current Fireblade and
GSX-R1000 then they will have

done a phenomenal job. The
flash MotoGP paint masks
machines that naturally suffer
against their peers on a level
playing field, but there are ways
in which that pitch can be tilted
back in their favour – price being
the main one, with tune-ability
running a close second. Buy a
pre-reg version for close to ten
grand, stick to road duties and
you’ll want for nothing in a
dynamic sense. While your
mates might have their TC lights
flashing away, electronics
curbing any wheelies and their
gearchanges slicing milliseconds
on the commute, you can be
content with the thousands of
pounds you’ve saved – all while
looking the complete business on
a ready made MotoGP machine.
Well, that’s what you can tell
your non-biking mates…

And Marc Rootez takes it
from Maverick Fagan to win!
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TADEO BABA
Maverick is the best way to describe the

father of the FireBlade – and Japanese culture
(especially within the context of a behemoth
manufacturing company) doesn’t often produce
men of this manner. Employed by Honda straight
out of school, Tadeo Baba foresaw the future of
sportsbikes once ensconced in a position of
power – they were to be light, powerful and agile.
Initially developed as a 750, Baba had the
strength of character to eschew the racing
capacity and Honda’s powerful marketing
department to go big, stroking a 750 motor to
893cc and creating the 1992 Honda FireBlade in
the process. Instant legend, man and machine.

WHEELIES
What was once a bit of

a circus sideshow has now
turned into a skill the
common man can achieve
thanks to ever more
powerful machines – and
certain media outlets
plastering their mags with
pics of all manner of
machinery mono-ing around
– ahem... Taking inspiration
from race celebrations, Dave
Taylor wheelieing the lap of
the Isle of Man, Finnish
stunter Arto Nyquist, and
American Doug Domokos,
Fast Bikes turned the
wheelie into an art form.
And if any copper says that
its an act best categorised
as driving without due care
– just explain to them the
skill involved to hoink one
up out of a roundabout…

Considering the massive leaps we’ve seen in the last year or

two, a quarter of a century is an absolute e
ternity in biking.

With that being the case, we’ve compiled the 25 biggest things

to happen in the last 25 years – just to sho
w you that we’ve

come a long way, baby! So, in no particular orde
r…

THINGS TO ROCK OUR WORLD25OF THE
BIGGEST

IN THE LAST 25 YEARS

1

2

TRACTION CONTROL
Traction control has been around for ages, first seen on a production bike

with the Honda Pan European in 1992. Systems had also been experimented
with in racing for years before, so it’s a surprise that development didn’t come
quicker to the market. A lot of planets needed to align before a decent, reliable
and cheap system could be employed to look after the slides, and that came
with the 2007 Ducati 1098R and the beginnings of its DTC system – although
only once the aftermarket race system was fitted (because it worked by
ignition advance and then cutting spark, thus would chuck fuel through the
system, ruining the catalytic convertor in the process). Since then, the race to
develop systems has been run at an astonishing pace, with every manufacturer
offering staggering systems that have saved more than one arse...

3

The legend maker,
a legend himself...

Yeah, there’s enough power
there to hoink a fatty...

Forget expensive under-
wear cleaning bills with TC!
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BARRY SHEENE
“Who do you think you are, son? Barry Sheene?” is a phrase that’s still

uttered today by the police to speeding bikers. Sheene’s influence on nearly
three generations of Brits has been enormous, with his two world
championships marrying beautifully to his cheeky looks and lovable rogue
character. Every British rider of any note over the last 30 years has had the
weight of being the next Barry Sheene bearing down on them, and Danny
Kent’s Moto3 title last year at least slayed one of Sheene’s legacies.

TRIUMPH
When John Bloor bought the

original Triumph factory to build a
bunch of houses on in 1983, we bet
he had no idea that in 2016 he’d be
making over 50,000 motorcycles a
year, producing nearly three
quarters of a million bikes since the
rebirth and employing over 2,000
people (both here in the UK and out
in the Thai manufacturing plants
too) in the process. It’s an incredible
story in every respect and a
testament to Britain’s strengths and
Bloor’s support. Now, about that
1,100cc inline triple sportsbike…

4

CARBON FIBRE
Carbon fibre has revolutionised certain elements of bike

manufacturing. Its use and development dates back to the days
of Thomas Edison, but it wasn’t until the 1950s when the benefits
of its strength-to-weight ratio were properly realised. Initially
developed for military and space functions, the technology
dripped down into cars (with carbon fibre wheels appearing at
the start of the 1970s) and finally bikes. Due to its initial high cost,
racing is where is found its first application with bikes like the
Cagiva C593 using a carbon fibre swingarm and John Britten’s
creation using carbon fibre for its structural components. The
shift to mainstream use has been slow, with only bikes with S’s
and R’s after their name boasting little daubs of the material –
although this will change with BMW announcing that it is
developing new machines with carbon fibre frames. Tasty.

5

6

PCP
Personal Contract Plans have

the potential to be biking’s saviour.
The motorcycle market mushroomed
in the 1990s off the back of cheap
borrowing and a booming building
sector, but with money too tight to
mention these days the enticement
of a low monthly payment is bringing
back business to dwindling
dealerships. Whether it be a top-spec
Ducati Panigale 1299 S or a more
humble Yamaha MT-07, there are
ways and means for sales staff to
get you out of the door on a bike.

ROAD RACING’S REVIVAL
It’s no outlandish statement

to say that road racing was on
its arse ten years ago. Much of
the focus had been on the TT’s
centenary race, but beyond
that the future was bleak. Racer
and spectator deaths were
prompting insurance companies
to put the brakes on events – and
solicitors were lining up preying
on the negligence of largely
volunteer organisers. But road
racing responded, albeit after
some high profile accidents
and the death of legends.

Today’s circuits are largely no
different to the tracks of ten
years ago (the odd chicane
accepted), the walls are just as
hard and the run off just as
inadequate. But the recruitment
and responsibility towards new
riders has improved standards,
meaning that racing is
marketable once again. True,
it’s still in a precarious position
as this year’s events prove,
but from Macau to Scarborough
the road racing tradition of
motorcycling remains strong.

7

8 Can I have that top one
for £99 a month?

The ultimate playboy

Road racing has found its
mojo again after years
stuck in the doldrums...

Black fantastic

Triumph’s crowning glory

Bloor getting the plaudits
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DECENT TYRES
The radial tyre was born by

Michelin in the 1980s, developed in
racing then filtered down to the
roads. Although Pirelli offered OE
fitment radials to the 1984 Honda
VF1000R, Michelin’s A59X and M59X
were the first products available for
all. Until this point, and at Fast Bikes’
inception, we’d been running around
on shite, but the development in
tyres now is startling – with some
claiming that decent touring tyres
now would have been seen as state
of the art stickiness in the GP
paddock 25 years ago.

KUNIHIKO MIWA
Baba-san got the plaudits for creating sportsbikes as we know

them, but Kunihiko Miwa also needs a name check in here for his work
on the incredible 1998 YZF-R1. He was also behind the R6 and R7, but
the impact of the R1 is what he’ll be remembered for. 150bp in a 177kg
chassis, allied to awesome looks, saw R1s fly out of the showrooms
– nearly 8,000 in the UK alone in its first two years…

BODY ARMOUR
Motorcycle clothing

seemed to offer only a token
gesture towards safety until the
1970s. Even then, finding new
ways to protect your body
seemed to be slow to be
developed, Sheene’s story on
developing a back protector with
Dainese notwithstanding. It took
quite some time for
manufacturers to see the benefit
in keeping their customers alive
for longer. But now everyone is at
it, thankfully. Partly prodded by
the EU and its CE protection
specs, the likes of bespoke

builders Knox and Forcefield are
leading the charge – alongside
garment manufacturers
themselves. This means that a
rider now can wear carbon fibre
crash helmets, airbag suits, boots
and gloves with an inordinate
amount of protection in them,
back protectors, chest proctors,
neck braces made from materials
with massive strength – Kevlar,
carbon, kangaroo, to name but a
few.We’d rate our chances
against an errant Mondeo now
compared to a dodgy Cortina of
25 years ago…

CARL FOGARTY
The rise and rise of King Carl

Fogarty is a funny old story when you
stop and think about it. It’s an odd tale
of grit and determination over natural
skill and charisma, with Carl seeming
to shun the adoration and awe he
generated over years in the British,
road racing and world paddocks. TT
victor and lap record holder, Formula
One winner, competitive in 500cc
wildcard rides and, of course, four
times WSB champion, Foggy’s career
speaks for itself. But what the record
books don’t show is the fire that
burned within him while racing Steve
Hislop’s Norton in the 1992 Senior TT
race, the hatred he felt towards
anyone in front of him, and the nerves
generated by stepping out of his
motorhome and Brands Hatch to be
confronted by 120,000 fans desperate
to see him do the double.

9

10

11 12

Back in the days when
flags were much smaller...

Now look where we are!

Once the designer, now a
very big cheese at Yamaha

That’s the 12th
time today...

Radial was radical!
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TRACKDAYS
It’s funny to think that trackdays were a

new phenomena when Fast Bikes was born – if we
wanted to crash a bike we had to do it on the road.
Up to this point, racing was almost the only outlet for
anyone with a sporting bent to release their
frustrations, but the growth of the industry has been
massive – with a few companies going pop along the
way… Touch wood, the threat of litigation and the
like has largely been avoided – our main worry now
being noise regs threatening these events…

EUROTUNNEL
The opening of the

Eurotunnel in 1994 heralded a quick
and easy way to get to the playgrounds
of Europe. Fast Bikes used and abused
the tunnel to go off playing in the South
of France or to go and pester Ducati to
ride whatever was coming out of the
factory that week…

SUZUKI GSX-R
If there was one brand of bike that’s seen us through

the last 25 years, it’s the Suzuki GSX-R range. The first bike
was not the 750, as many assume, but rather the 1984
GSX-R400 made for Japan’s domestic market. The Gixer 750
came the following year, and has been relentless in its
development. Well, it was until five years ago... Joined by first
the GSX-R600 and then the mighty GSX-R1000 (and not
forgetting the Hayabusa’s GSX-1300R, the range sold in
massive numbers making many, us included, rather happy.

15 16

13

KNEEDOWN
Like wheelies, we’ve taken what we’ve seen on the racetrack and applied it to

the road. Getting your kneedown is a right of passage for any self respecting sports bike
rider – and everyone who has will be able to tell you where, when and on what bike they
finally managed to crack it – Yamaha FZR600, just outside Glastonbury on the August
bank holiday weekend in 1997…

EURO LAWS
The EU, and to some extent Californian

legislation, has meddled with motorcycling for years. From
the proposed leg protection débâcle of the late 1980s to
proposals for 100bhp limits (as seen in France until now),
and anti-tampering regulations to Euro emissions laws
from Euro 2 onwards, the influence of the EU has been
massive – neutering power, obliging ABS and curbing noise
and emissions. Euro3 had a big effect on biking, with the
GSX-R1000 as a good example. The 2005 version was a
monster, but gone went all the torque in the next variant.
And if we think the effect of Euro4 is bad, just you wait
until Euro5 gets introduced in 2020. Politics and business is
to blame, with the ABS element of the Euro4 laws
proposed by an MEP who just so happened to have Bosch
in her constituency. Probably just a coincidence, right?

14

17

We’ve abused thousands of
sliders over 25 years...

And away you go!

Then wheelie off it!

Naughty, but neutered...

Which row was mine in?

No finer marque...
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THE INTERNET
Great in certain circumstances

(a digital receptacle for cheap kit, a massive
knowledge base, decent Fast Bikes videos and
instant race news) and less so in others (trolls
everywhere you look, untruths becoming truths
through sheer weight of numbers, hate and
vitriol spewed when a favourite rider doesn’t
win and YouTube getting clogged up with 20
minutes of a novice group session at Mallory
Park), the internet is certainly here to stay – and
to be exploited for all the best bits, all while
ignoring the worst. Did someone say porn?

LICENSING LAWS
We grew up in an age where you could bolt a Sidewinder

third wheel onto a powerful bike of your choice to go and get your
bike licence. Those days are a long time ago now, and from the
CBT to the new A2 class it has become tougher and tougher to
pass your test – meaning that fewer and fewer young kids make
the transition to biking. In no other area could you restrict the use
of any product beyond the age of 18, so quite why you can’t run
something as innocuous as a Kawasaki ER-6 before the age of 23
is nothing short of scandalous in our eyes…

SPEED CAMERAS
Back in the day, before the birth of Fast

Bikes, we were only really scared of a bobby
stepping out in front of you with a speed gun or
someone sneaking up behind you on a
motorway. But the first speed camera was
introduced in 1991 (and the first Dutch made
Gatso commenced operation in 1992, catching
23,000 drivers in 22 days), and ever since then
these scameras have sprouted up everywhere
– boasting ever more sophistication in their
quest to confront easy targets rather than fight
poor driving. And who could forget Richard
Brunstrom, the Mad Mullah of North Wales and
his crusade against speeder in the noughties…

21

2019

18

What were you
expecting? Respect?

The blueprint in red...

A2 bikes for the
Snapchat generation...
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VALENTINO ROSSI
Mercurial talent, sponsor magnet, ageless

enthusiasm and a million more characteristics have turned
the son of a mid-ranking GP racer into the Greatest of All Time.
Rossi approaches his racing in true maverick style, upsetting
rivals, undermining competitors and delighting fans in equal
measure. But when the visor goes down ice develops in his
veins and his racecraft comes to the fore. For every
championship he’s won he’s destroyed the career of an
opponent – not maliciously (well, not all the time), but through
the will of both him and his army of fans. Almost bigger than
the sport he dominates, politically at least, he now backs up
his nine world titles with a burgeoning business back in his
home town of Tavullia and a stake in the future of the sport
through his involvement in junior teams. Cars, boats, flat
tracking, €35m tax evasion troubles, rallying, partying, women,
Formula1 tests – there’s no-one on the planet who wouldn’t
want to spend a day in his Dainese boots.

THE GENTLEMAN’S AGREEMENT
The quest to build the world’s fastest production bike was

continuing apace in the 1990s, with the record regularly changing hands
between Japanese manufacturers. But after Suzuki knocked on the door
of 200mph with the Hayabusa the big four Japanese firms agreed a limit
of 300kph for future machines. This doused the excitement on the race
to 200mph, with top end machinery limited in its top two gears to abide
by this limit. European firms in a position to push the limit were not
bound by this Japanese agreement, hence MV
Agusta making the F4 R 312, referring to its
top speed of 312kph. BMW and Ducati
said bollocks to it too, as did Kawasaki
with the H2R, although respectfully
they offered the fact that the model
wasn’t road legal…

-

25

24

22

23

’ wo

Ring-a-ding-ding!

Just a few of the greats of
the supersport class...

The race to 200mph
slowed in the nineties...
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“We’ve scanned through
25 year’s worth of
magazines to come up
with the undiluted
essence of Fast Bikes –
and this is it in one
riotous test. Big twins,
foreign playgrounds,
Shakey, Frosty, crashing
and nakedness. In short,
madness on six wheels.
Life has changed a little
since then, but we’re still
living by the same ethos
– trying to get away with
as much as possible… So
sit back, don’t relax and
suck up some vintage FB
action…” Rootsy
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BIMOTA TESI 3D NAKED25 YEARS

25 years ago the Fast
Bikes scriptures started
with a test of the
radical Bimota Tesi
(Tesi means Thesis in
Italian – see, we’re in the
business of education
here…). A quarter of a
century later and we’re
both still rocking!

FULL

W O R D S : R O O T S Y
P I C S : A N D Y ' B E A K Y ' S A U N D E R S

CIRCLE...
Where does a quarter

of a century go?
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The cover story of the very first issue of
Fast Bikes was about a feature on a £25,000
chunk of Italian exotica – the original Bimota
Tesi. If that didn’t set the stall out for the
magazine then nothing ever would. At the
time, we'd seen nothing like it. A martian
could have been riding it and still the bike
would have got all the attention.

It was paired up against the bike whose
motor it borrowed – the Ducati 888 – so right
from the outset Fast Bikes was handing the
keys of £37,000 worth of bikes to a fresh
faced Sean Emmett, then charged him with
getting some extreme shots on the road. How
Fast Bikes lasted beyond that first test let
alone 25 years is anyone’s guess…

But it did, and as surprising as that is in
these climes, it’s just as startling to learn that
boutique brand Bimota is still in business,
still knocking out the Tesi, but now in 3D
naked form. True, this version is inspired
from the racier bike born back in 2007, but it
has moved with the times and in 2013 had
the stupendously grunty 1,078cc air cooled
motor extracted from the Hypermotard and
transplanted into its midriff accompanying
the conversion to a more naked version of
the bike. And it’s a bike that’s still selling,
along with the newer machines in the range
– like the excellent BB3 (that we sampled in
last month’s big SBOTY test) as well as the
Ducati powered DBX, DB8, DB9 and the
supercharged new Impeto.

So, on the face of it, not has much changed
in the intervening 25 years – both with
Bimota and Fast Bikes – but is that really the
case? Well, if we’re judging by the attention
garnered by the bike then we may as well be

back in 1991. The Tesi 3D is a magnet for
eyes. For those in the know, it’s an
opportunity to marvel. For the uninitiated,
it’s just a chance to gawp, not fully
understand what’s before them, and then
return back to their dismal existence lived
vicariously through their phone.

Like any bike, there are two wheels at
either end of an engine, but that’s about it.
Lumps of hewn aluminium sit where lumps
of aluminium really shouldn’t be, there are
struts and arms looking strong and
purposeful, but also radical lines and a
sporting pedigree. The reason for the
manifestation of metal is that it forms the
suspension system while the Omega frame
mimics the centrespread of some top shelf
CNC porn mag.

Defying convention is never simple
because convention works, it's proven – it
makes life easy, it creates norms and
establishes an ease of manufacture. Suppliers
know what they have to produce in big
numbers that keeps costs down. Leave these
realms and prepare for a world of pain – in
terms of design, testing and the final bill...

Ironically, pain is exactly how the naked
3D was born. The bike’s designer, Andrea
Acquaviva, worked on the original Tesi
project and was a midwife at its birth, so the
Tesi concept is deeply important to him.
Trying to fight the onset of age, the shift to a
more upright riding position was born out of
necessity; Aquaviva struggled to unlock the
3D’s potential before resorting to a less
radical riding position, replacing the clip-ons
of the 3D with age friendly Accossatto bars.
But this was no personal pet project, the

When it comes to the Tesi,
it's not rude to stare...

Er, how does that
wheel come out?

Underslung calipers – retro,
but easier to fit the wheel in!
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BIMOTA TESI 3D NAKED

results fed directly into this machine and
created the most accessible Tesi to date – so
long as you’re not looking at the price…
It takes a few long hard stares to work out

what everything is doing on the bike.
Essentially, the bike runs two trellis
swingarms – the use of one at the front is an
attempt to differentiate between cornering
forces and powers generated by accelerating
and braking – steering, braking and
suspension separate themselves, meaning
each can concentrate on the job in hand. You
think you’ve grasped it, but then you look
deeper still; you see how the bars, arms and
joints generate the steering force, how the
shock at the front can be compressed under
braking to demonstrate its function, and then
you scratch your head a bit more and still
wonder how it all works. The hub centre
steering system has come a long way from its
inception on the first Tesi (taking inspiration
from, amongst others, Frome’s own Jack
Difazio), but the concept remains clear.
But once you’ve set your stall out with this

design, so many other things need to be
made from scratch. It doesn’t lend itself to
off-the-shelf parts. Take the front wheel, for
example. A whole new caliper housing has to
be made to accommodate the Bimota
branded brakes – that also needs to extend
up so that the front mudguard can be joined
to something solid. It needs a completely
new hub. There’s another machined piece
holding the torque arm to the frame and the
routing of the speedo cable has to change.
Every one of these components is bespoke,
designed to mate to the bought-in lightweight
OZ wheels and special 320mm discs.

EN
G
IN
E Type 1,078cc, a/c, 4v, 90-degree v-twin

Bore x Stroke 98.0 x 71.5mm

Compression 10.5:1

Fuelling Athena EFI, 45mm throttle bodies

Tested Power 85.1bhp @ 7,250rpm

Tested Torque 97.1Nm @ 5,250rpm

C
H
A
SS

IS Frame NiCrMo4 Aluminium plates

Front Suspension Wilbers shock, fully adj.

Rear Suspension Wilbers shock, fully adj.

Front Brakes Four piston calipers, 320mm discs

Rear Brakes Brembo caliper, 220mm disc

D
IM

EN
SI
O
N
S Wheelbase 1,390mm

Seat Height 780mm

Dry Weight 167kg

Fuel Capacity 16 litres

PR
IC
E Price £25,950

From Bimota UK 01630 655720 www.bimota.uk.com

TECHNICAL Bimota Tesi 3D Naked

IT TAKES A FEW LONG HARD
STARES TO WORK OUT WHAT

EVERYTHING IS DOING ON THIS BIKE.
YOU THINK YOU'VE GRASPED IT SO
LOOK A BIT DEEPER, THEN SCRATCH

YOUR HEAD AGAIN...

CLIPS ONS:
You want clip ons? If you insist. We tried the original

version of the Tesi 3D in its most sporting mode around

Brands Hatch – and loved it! The smooth surface, sizzling

rubber and sexy front end all helped to cement our love

for both the concept and the execution.

It turns on a six-pence. One of those

massive six-pences they got rid of...
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And that’s all before you get to buying in the
shock absorber, in this case a unit from
German firm Wilbers. Let’s just say that
Kwik-Fit would have a shit-fit if you rolled up
expecting a quick front tyre swap…
Then to connect the two ends you need a

frame of some sort to house the motor – the
air cooled Desmodue lump of Hypermotard
fame. This is done with beautifully milled
aluminium spars that mount both the engine
and the swingarms. The front and rear
subframes are also connected to this
concoction, to which the tanks, bars, seat
and the like are added – all crafted for this
machine alone. We’re not sure at which point
we’d hand the towel in and got a set of
standard forks, but it wouldn’t be long after a
second cup of tea in the design phase…
That over 25 years there's still the desire to

be different to such an incredible extent is

testament to Bimota, Acquaviva himself, and
the customers buying the few bikes made
each year. This suspension concept hasn't
proven to be more effective than
conventional forks in arenas from racing
downwards, despite a few exceptions. HRC
hasn’t been tempted, nor has Ducati Corse.
Indeed, Bimota didn’t produce its ill-fated
Moto2 machine (or any other bike) with this
system. The closest we’ve got (after Serge
Rosset’s infamous Elf Honda) is the Foir
system as fitted to the French made
Transfoirmer run by the Promoto Sport team,
and the Brough Superior that had a Moto2
run out with a single wishbone system.
But life is all about being different – and

it’s not (always) about racing. Wouldn’t it be
boring to see Universal Japanese Motorcycles
everywhere? That’s why taking to the streets
on the Tesi is such a fabulous experience

– you feel like everyone’s joining in. From the
little crowd that had developed at the bottom
of the Fast Bikes unit to see me off, to the
double takes from car drivers on the road, to
little kids pointing their arm out and
following your path like a Dalek with its sink
plunger, you just buzz round with a massive
grin on your face.
There’s a bit of a plank-like feel to it, partly

from the unforgiving seat, but also due to the
recalcitrance of the suspension in this guise.
The rear shock is set hard, so resists the
modest inputs of you and the air-cooled
motor. The front, however, has a surreal feel
to it. The compulsion to not compress under
braking is eerie, lending a feel of intense
stiffness to it – although that’s not really
what’s happening here. No, in reality, that
Wilbers shock is doing a day’s work – look
down and you can see it labouring away over
bumpy terrain. However, that work isn’t then
feeding itself up through to the bars like it
would on a conventionally sprung machine.
It feels like you’re riding a very flat bike,

like a race machine in many ways. We had a
shot on the clip-on version a few years ago,
and loved the way with a bit of extra body
weight over the front it railed into a turn.
This bike is still eager to comply down the
back roads, but you do need to give it a sharp
shove to get the wheel tracking away from
dead ahead. The lightness of the bike – and
the OZ front wheel – helps here. If you need
to brake before the turn, however, you get
none of that feeling of the forks loading up.
On a conventional bike this then shortens the
wheelbase allowing an easier turn-in, but the
wheelbase on this bike remains almost
constant. With a sharp 23-degree steering
angle, it turns in quickly and, trusting the
Dunlop D212 rubber, with confidence too.
After a day on the Tesi, it just comes across
as different, but short test rides are difficult
to get its potency across.
Elsewhere, the air-cooled motor feels old in

today’s context. There’s lots of stomp down

It's almost a waste piloting the bike

and not seeing it from this angle...

On the hoof, nothing
feels like the Tesi...
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POWER AND TORQUE

The Hypermotard motor isn't
exciting, but offers honest thrust...

Both Rome, and the Bimota,
were not built in a day...

Gawp away!

Do my kids really need new
clothes? Food? Hmmm...
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Niall Mackenzie was my bike buddy
on my first ever launch. We shared
a Ducati 999 around Misano with

me being not only very wet behind the ears,
but also a little bit in awe of the former GP
podium man sitting in the same seat that my
arse had warmed a session earlier. He
seemed like a decent bloke, so here was my
opportunity to tap into his wealth of
knowledge, learn about this alien circuit,
glean a little into developing a suspension
set-up for the bike and get hold of some
nuggets to incorporate into my report. And,
perhaps, I would have done all this in the
afternoon had I not launched our bike into
the Misano gravel at 130mph before lunch,
landing me in an Italian hospital suffering an
ankle injury that blights me to this day.
But I’m nothing if not persistent, and

14 years later I’d arranged with Silverstone to
be part of Niall’s Masterclass programme,
held during one of the circuit’s own events.
These days are like trackdays, but with
lots of little extras thrown in – including a
free bacon roll just for turning up on time!
There’s nothing bacon can’t entice you
with… True, you can book instruction from
a whole host of experienced tutors for a
session, but if you’re serious about improving
on your skill set then you need to sign up
for the full Masterclass experience,
with Niall Mackenzie the head teacher at
the school.

We met up before the briefing and outlined
what we’d be doing – which was basically to
see what sort of level I was at before tailoring
some lessons to get me a bit faster by the end
of the afternoon. This is not a prescriptive do
X, then Y, then Z type school; this is
pragmatic learning based on the sound
judgement of one of the fastest men this
island has ever produced. Not only that,
since retirement this has been Niall’s stock
trade. He’s done thousands of trackdays
passing on tips and truisms to loads of riders
– from novices to his two racing sons.
So with me armed with my longterm

ZX-10R and Niall on one of Silverstone’s fleet
of R1s – in M spec – we set out onto the
track in the search of saving seconds.
The first thing that struck me was what an

awesome track this is – a jewel in the
crown of the British circuit stock. I’d
done a bit of research from the last BSB
round in an effort to get a true handle
on the place, and mentioned this to
Niall, who suggested the racing line
is a bit different to the quickest line
round here. “There’s a few spots
where racers will hug the longer
corners, like Brooklands and Luffield
so as not to let anyone dive under
you, but today’s not about that, so
follow where I go for a few laps and
we’ll go from there,” were the
instructions from Mackenzie.

The following bit was easy enough, although
I’m not keen on getting too close to people
mid-corner. Having said that, if I can’t trust
Niall in the middle of a turn, then who can I
trust? There were clusters of similarly paced
riders in the ‘Experienced’ group that we had
to navigate past, which obviously does nothing
to learning the right line in those particular
corners, but after six or seven laps I’d got to
grips with the bare necessities of the place. I
could see Niall using the kerb on the inside at
Maggotts and crossing over the red and white
paint through Aintree. The former I was happy
with, because if you get the line right at
Maggots then you’re almost sat bolt upright
here, but I was happy to sacrifice my Jorge
Lorenzo impression at Aintree going onto the
Wellington Straight because of the more
significant lean here.

We keep our focus on the man, rather than the machine,
in our year long quest to go that bit quicker on track…

W O R D S : R O O T S Y
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Niall Mackenzie quickly figures
out that he’s got his work cut

out remedying this...

You place the free teain one hand, and thecoffee in the other...
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As banker sessions go, it was a good one. I
felt relaxed knowing the Niall wasn’t ever
going to pull the pin. Niall could slice
through traffic like a courier in London, but I
was more reserved meaning he waited for me
to pass and then crack on, rather than me
busting my balls to play catch up. He was on
the same Bridgestone RS10 tyres to me, so he
wasn’t cooking on slicks, which also helped.
We came in and had a debrief on the lines
and the reasoning behind them. It turns out
that talking sense is what Niall does best…

Come the second session (although being
in the Masterclass group meant I could go
out in any group I thought it prudent to stick
in the experienced class), it was another few
laps of follow the leader before Niall waved
me through to check out what was
happening. I thought I gave a pretty good fist
of things, but come the end of the session
there was a lot to go through – suffixed with
a compliment on the Kawasaki. “I can tell
that the front end of your bike feels nice, in
the slower corners it looks like you can put it
wherever you want, whereas I’m having to
close the throttle to try and get it turned in
more to match you. You’ve got loads of
confidence as it just seems to rail in and I
can’t do what you’re doing.” That wasn’t
quite true, but the Showa gas charged forks

and Silverstone were getting on famously.
But hearing that was pretty awesome, too!

Elsewhere, the news wasn’t quite as
glowing. “You’re turning in too early for the
fast stuff – and at Brooklands. There are
some great visual aids here, especially the
kerbs, so coming out of Luffield and turning
into Woodcote I just look for the end of the
kerb on the outside as my reference to turn
in.” On the apex of this super-fast turn there
are four bollards and I know that I’m looking
for the first one as a comfort point, whereas
Niall says it’s the last one I should be looking
to hit to get a better run onto the pit straight.

“The good thing about Silverstone,”
reckons Niall, “is that if you get anything
wrong there’s always loads of run off,” and
having that in the back of my mind does
make things a little more comfortable. Go too
wide at Brands, for example, and you’ve got
grass or a gravel trap to contend with. Too
wide at Silverstone usually just means
playing with the metres-worth Tarmac run off
on the outside of any turn.

In the third session Niall paid particular
attention to what my body was doing on the
bike. “I’m fairly happy with your body
position, but you need to get into position
earlier. I see some riders move early, then
some that rush into a corner and then brake,

and you’re somewhere in the middle. When
I’m instructing I tend to impersonate what I
see and if it doesn’t feel right then I’m not
happy with it. When I brake, I brake and get
into position because the forces generated by
braking are there to be used. With you, you
brake and then move just before the corner
which take more effort because your arms
are resisting all that weight. So get set to
move in that braking process and you’ll find
that it should become easier.” Niall went on
to say that if you watch a racer come out of a
corner they then set themselves up for the
next turn immediately – they’re one step
ahead of the track. “Into Vale I noticed it. It’s
hard on the brakes here and you brake then
get into position, whereas you can make it
easier and not unsettle the bike just as you

R1 fever!

So tell me, where do you see
yourself in five years time?

Just blow into my ear gently. Nice...
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turn in.” Yup, I get that logic.
Brakes were an area that were pointed to

after the end of the next session. “A fast
trackday rider is generally pretty quick, but
where racers still make up time is on the
brakes. You don’t realise how much power
you’ve got here. To try this out, find your
braking point and then brake a bit harder and
you’ll see how much you’ll have in reserve.
You’re braking loads before you need to turn
in. That’s the point of being a racer, to catch
the next guy and you can learn to do this on
the brakes. When you’re young you push this
too far and crash a lot, but over time you
realise that this is where you can make most
of your time up, over the fast trackday guys.
That’s your get out of jail card. Your
braking’s good, but it can always be better. I
brake hard then release, so I end up almost
coasting into a turn. Then I’ve got some in
reserve if I need to get past.”
Before lunch, Niall goes through some

body position points on a static bike, the sort
of stuff that I’ve heard a hundred times. You
know, dip the inside elbow in, look through
the turn… Locking the knee is something I’ve
picked up on from my time doing the
California Superbike School lessons, but I’d
forgotten the locking in the elbow too. I
resolve to give this a go in my first session
after lunch, and bugger me if that doesn’t
transform the whole day.
Right from the off I feel that I’ve got more

weight over the front inside of the bike, I feel
secure and solid on the bike and I can pick
up everything the suspension is trying to tell
me. I’m happier to lean more and out of
Woodcote and onto the Pits Straight it seems
as if I can tell you what each of the painted
numbers is that I’m running over on my way
to the exit. This little patter over the paint
shows how sensitive the Kawasaki’s front
end really is, and now I feel more at one with
the bike it gives me loads of confidence to go
and explore more of the circuit.
Niall sees the difference, “Your lines are

better, especially into Stowe and at Becketts.
Stowe is deceiving as the corner appears to
bend out a bit at the end, but be patient and
don’t turn in early because the corner goes
on for so long you end up sacrificing your
exit. Your Becketts line is better for riding,

SILVERSTONE TRACKDAYS
A Silverstone trackday is a little different to those run elsewhere – and we’re not just talking
about the bacon butty on offer. The MotoGP track is licensed to run over 80 riders, but the track’s
own days keeps this down to 60-or so – including instructors. The track is 3.66 miles long – the
longest on the MotoGP calendar – and has an array of fabulous corners on it, many of which will
be deserted given the numbers that the circuit runs. MotoGP days are priced at £199, with the
smaller versions of the track coming in cheaper. Days are run according to experience, not pace,
and given a more discerning clientele everyone appears to be more mindful of their fellow garage
buddies (each group is given space in one of the massive pit areas). We like these days a lot.

That’s the way to do it! Niall
shows Rootsy the right way

to attack Silverstone

And this next one is
from my latest album...
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not for racing, but because your bike turns in
and holds a line so well, your line is spot on.
For a laptime it’s nicer. Woodcote is better
now you’re following the kerb. This track
really is like joining up the dots.”
Next up, Niall reckons he’s nit-picking.

“For changes of direction you do it in two
stages, you move back to the middle of the
bike and then get into position for the corner.
If you can do this in one go you set yourself
up earlier and give the bike an easier time. I
do everything at once, and that movement
also helps to move the bike too. The rear
looks like it could do with more support as
on the quicker stuff where you’re opening the
throttle much harder it seems to be pushing
the bike out further. The other place I can
catch you easily is onto the Hanger Straight
where you’re not opening the corner up early
enough for a strong exit. I said about
avoiding full gas over the white line on the
exit, but you can get it sat up before this.”
Niall leaves me to fly solo for the last

session, wanting me to put everything into
place – with one last tip. “Work on squeezing

the brakes and using the new geometry to
turn it into the turns,” and with that I’m
away. It’s the last session of the day, I’m tired
and I just want to be smooth. I’ve got no
Niall to tow me round, so I’m anticipating
taking a step backwards. Expecting to have
my fill after a few laps, I’m out for the whole
session – and loving it. This is easy, secure,
and though not feeling particularly fast I’m
shocked at the end result. I’d been keeping
an eye on laptimes throughout the day and
had been chipping away at things from
session one. That felt quick enough and I
was happy at that, but session after session
saw two seconds lost, then another second,
then half a second, then another second after
my elbow revelation. This last session?
Nearly 10 seconds off my opening gambit!
Now, Silverstone is a massive track and at
times things were getting busy, but the same
story rings true when comparing optimum
times. I’m pretty chuffed at what I worked
down to – particularly for the fact that I
wasn’t following Niall round, I was the one
in charge here. And that was on stock tyres,

stock suspension and very stock rider.
Both Niall and I are chuffed at the end of

the day. As I tog up ready to ride home, Niall
fills in my assessment form and hands over
the video captured of me during one of my
afternoon sessions. That Mackenzie tuition
may have come 14 years too late, but I’m
delighted that it’s finally happened – and
more so of the result from it. It’s a £499
investment, but that incorporates the £199
trackday in the first place. So for the price of
a set of new sticky tyres you’re getting a
wealth of knowledge from a legend whose
whole life has been about the business of
getting faster. I’d like to see any cheap
exhaust pipe that can do that...

Thanks to: Niall and everyone at Silverstone for
a day that a got a whole heap of tips from. For
more information head to www.silverstone.co.uk

2016 DATES
15th June – MotoGP circuit
11th August – MotoGP circuit
12th August – International circuit
26th August – International circuit
16th September – International circuit
29th September – MotoGP circuit
4th October – National circuit

THE MASTERCLASS
Niall was in attendance during our day, but
former World Superbike champion Troy
Corser and Senior TT winner Steve Plater are
also instructors on other days. Tuition is on a
3:1 basis and is tailored around a rider’s
needs that are garnered throughout the day.
You’ll also work with the video facility
available – you’ll go home with a USB stick of
one of your sessions. You get the bacon bap
– and also lunch is also provided, as well as
tea, coffee and water all day.

Tanks for the tips!

Niall gets acquainted with the R1’s little
idiosyncrasies. Like the throttle and the brakes...

Comin’ through!

It was tense
on the grid...
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You’d be amazed just what smarter braking can do for you!
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How do you build a TT bike? Mr James of Holland tells all!
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Why it’s not worth blaming work for your own failings...

YOUR LIFE ON BIKES
Chatter............................................... 96
You lot don’t half come up with some funny stuff!
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THE CRACKING 2004 YAMAHA R1
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WILDCARD ON THE MONSTER 1200 R!
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Why Yamaha’s first ‘sophisticated’ R1 is worth your hard
earned cash. Find a minter and you’ll be very happy indeed...
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Longtermers .................................... 100
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abused in Ireland and done thousands of miles and had
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Having reinvented the
litre bike class in 1998,
with its bold YZF-R1,

Yamaha took the decision to
spend the preceding years
focusing development on
calming the R1 down rather than
searching for outright power.
Considering the litre bike class
lived and died by performance
figures and lap times, this was
something of a strange move. Or
was it a canny move?

Yamaha’s strategists came to
the conclusion that now litre
bikes were producing well in
excess of the kind of power
required for road riding, the best
course of action was to focus on
allowing the rider to actually
exploit all the ponies on offer.
And it was this underlying
philosophy that determined the
whole attitude of the then new
2004 YZF-R1.

Despite being unveiled under a
fanfare of becoming the first litre
bike with a claimed 1:1 power to
weight ratio (172kg and 172bhp,
both of which were more than a
little optimistic figures) the R1
was far from the rip-snorting
beast the Kawasaki ZX-10R was
– something you could tell before
you had even ridden it…

As well as classically beautiful,
rather than owning the
aggressive styling of the
Kawasaki, the Yamaha came in
colours that were certainly not
designed to appeal to the
hooligan. Burgundy, silver and a
very subtle blue were far more
the kind of palette you would
expect on a Honda Deauville
rather than a cutting-edge
sportsbike. But Yamaha believed
this would appeal to the more
mature rider, which it reckoned
would buy the R1 in droves. And

UsedBikeGuide
W O R D S : J O N U R R Y P I C S : F B A R C H I V E

2004 – 2005 YAMAHA YZF-R1

E GANT
Yamaha’s beautiful litre bike

brought a degree of refinement
to an era of madness....

PRICE GUIDE: £3,500 - £6,000

Cheapest private: £3,500
25,000 miles, grey bike with FSH
and MOT. One Owner. Very good
condition.

Our choice private: £4,200
20,000 miles, immaculate
paintwork and Akrapovic
silencers included.

Cheapest dealer: £4,495
21,737 miles, 2005 model in blue.
Nice clean example with full
service history.

Our choice dealer: £4,999
9,536 miles, 2005 bike with
Akrapovic silencers and
long MOT.

Ex-Demo: n/a

this same rider would also
appreciate the R1’s finer details
such as its high build quality,
rather than be blinded by
headline grabbing performance
figures. However, that wasn’t to
say the R1 was slow, in actual
fact, it was very quick indeed…

The 2004 R1 may look like a
beautiful lady, but with a
genuine 152bhp at the rear
wheel, this is a lady that likes go
to all night raves covered in
nothing but glitter. The (then)
all-new inline four engine has no
resemblance to the older motor
and it has to be said, most of the
fun is located right at the top end
of the rev range. At very low revs
it is nice and smooth, if not
overly powerful, which makes it
feel very easy going. Head
through the slightly flat midrange
and you would be wise not to get
lulled into a false sense of

SOLUTIONS
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SPECIAL EDITION
In 2005 Yamaha UK sold a special
edition yellow and black ‘speed block’
R1 that came with a numbered plaque
on its top yoke. Despite looking great,
don’t pay over the top for one as it was
just an American paint scheme that
Yamaha UK imported in limited
numbers. If you want a proper limited
edition then the 2006 R1 SP is for you.
Only 1,000 were made with 500
destined for Europe and 500 for
America. Expect to pay around £12,000
for one as they are becoming very
sought after.

EXUP VALVE
The exhaust valve on any used bike is a
potential weak point, so always check it
moves when the bike performs its
start-up routine. You should be able to
see the cables turning the valve, but if
in doubt get the small plastic cover off
to make 100 per cent sure. A sticky
EXUP can be a nightmare to free and
does create a nasty dip in the power.

GEARING
The 2004 R1 was the first R1 that came
with a ridiculously tall first gear. Able to
hit a genuine 97mph in first, this can
make the bike feel a little lethargic to
accelerate and can cause clutch issues.
A lot of owners swap the 17-tooth front
sprocket for a 16-tooth item to give it a
bit more poke. If you do this, you will
need a speedo healer as the speedo
will become inaccurate, but these are
easily available, simple to fit and not
very expensive.

PERFORMANCE
MODIFICATIONS
A lot of R1 owners try to boost their
bike’s performance with varying
degrees of success. A good quality set
of end cans and a de-cat link pipe
combined with a bit of dyno time and a
new fuel map works wonders, but other
modifications are less impressive. The
R1 doesn’t respond very well to
aftermarket air filters (although in the
long term they are cheaper than
replacing the OE one) and the jury is out
on new velocity stacks. They certainly
improve the top end, but on the road
they have very little effect aside from
impressing your mates in the pub!

EN
G
IN
E Type 998cc, liquid-cooled, 20v, inline four

Bore x Stroke 77.0 x 53.6mm
Compression 12.3:1
Fuelling Electronic fuel injection
Tested Power 152bhp @ 12,500rpm
Tested Torque 97Nm @ 10,500rpm

C
H
A
SS

IS Frame Aluminium twin spar
Front Suspension 43mm inverted forks, fully-adjustable
Rear Suspension Monoshock, fully-adjustable
Front Brakes Four-piston radial calipers, 320mm discs
Rear Brakes Single-piston caliper, 220mm disc

D
IM

EN
SI
O
N
S Wheelbase 1,395mm

Seat Height 820mm
Dry Weight 172kg
Fuel Capacity 18-litres

SP
EE

D 0-60 3.39 sec
0-100 n/a
0-140 12.12 sec
Stg ¼ mile 10.95sec @ 132.64mph
Standing mile n/a
Top speed 175.89mph

USED BIKE GUIDE 2004 – 2005 YAMAHA YZF-R1

security, as when that needle hits
8,000rpm the R1’s engine takes
off like an F-18 intercepting ISIS.
It has all the stomp you’d expect
in a litre bike, it just delivers it at
a point that you need to go
searching for, rather than with
the instant explosion of the
ZX-10R. This split personality
makes the R1 an easy bike to
ride slowly, should you so wish,
but one that by the same token
can also scare the hell out of you
when you want a thrill! And the
chassis continues this theme.
Yamaha didn’t like to shout

about it at the time, but the 2004
R1 was the first R1 to have a
steering damper as standard.
Hidden away behind the nose
cone, this damper, as well as the
traditional long R1 swingarm,
gives the Yamaha a more relaxed
and assured ride than the wild
Kawasaki. It would be unfair to
call the R1 a ponderous handler,
but where the ZX-10R drops onto
its side with the faintest of
touches, the R1 does require
more rider input. However, while
it may lack of a bit of the Ninja’s
agility, come a series of bumps She provides a solid stance in the turns...

Not quite colour coded
to Catalunya...
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IMMOBILISOR
The R1’s immobiliser system requires
the red ‘master’ key to allow you to
re-program black keys, so always
ensure this is included in the sale.
Without the red key you will need a new
ECU and lock set to get the bike running
again, which is a massive bill. You can
get the ECU re-flashed and the
immobiliser disabled, which is a
cheaper option, but that can cause
issues with insurance.

HOT STUFF
Owners get very hot under the collar (or
more accurately seat) about the R1’s
terribly hot exhaust system. The
catalytic converter, which is located on
the vertical exhaust pipe next to the
rider’s right leg, gets very hot and this
can cause a lot of discomfort. A de-cat
link pipe costs £99 and dramatically
reduces the build up of heat as well as
unleashing a bit more power.

CLUTCH
The clutch has always been a bit of a
weak point on the R1, mainly due to its
hideously tall first gear. Slipping
clutches aren’t unheard of, so always
check it is working properly on a
test ride.

MODEL UPDATE
The R1 was updated in 2006, not that it
looked very different. Essentially this
was a stopgap model until the new
four-valve head R1 arrived in 2007 and it
only had subtle alterations to its chassis
to give it a bit more flex for racers and a
few small engine tweaks. On the road
there is very little to split the machines,
but the clutch is slightly more robust on
the 2006 bike.

WARNING CODES
Always give an R1 a quick test ride and watch the rev
counter. If a throttle position sensor has failed or the
EXUP is seized, the rev counter will display a warning
fault code by dropping to zero, returning to a set rpm and
holding there, then returning to zero again before
showing the true rpm.

FAIRING
The R1’s fairing is quite intricate and as
such is a bit of a pain to remove. Due to
the bike’s age, there is a fair chance it
has been on and off a few times, so
give it a very good inspection for broken
lugs, missing pop-fasteners and general
wear and tear. Look under the pillion
seat at the tail unit’s lugs as this is a
very weak point as you need to flex the
plastic to get it over the subframe.

RUNNING COSTS:

Service interval:
Minor: 4,000
Major: 8,000
Valve clearances: 24,000

Service costs:
Minor: £150.00
Major: £300.00
Valve clearances: £430.00

Right fairing: £384.25

RH engine casing: £145.89

Brake lever: £33.56

Road or track, the 2004
R1 was a class act...

Ah, big tachos!

Suspension was decent...
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HONDA FIREBLADE 2004
Private
£3,500

The first underseat ‘Blade is a bit of a
let down as it is too smooth and a bit
uninspiring. Dropping the gearing
adds a bit of much-needed spunk.

Dealer
£4,000

Engine 998cc, l/c, 16v, inline four
Power 154bhp @ 11,250rpm
Torque 108Nm @ 8,500rpm

KAWASAKI ZX-10R 2004
Private
£3,600

Mad, bad and more than a little wild,
the original ZX-10R will still happily
kick you in the nuts and then run
away laughing. Properly bonkers...

Dealer
£4,200

Engine 998cc, l/c, 16v, inline four
Power 159bhp @ 11,700rpm
Torque 108Nm @ 9,300rpm

SUZUKI GSX-R1000 K5 2005
Private
£4,000

It is worth paying the extra cash and
getting the updated K5/6 GSX-R over
the K3/4. A brilliant litre bike and
arguably the best of the breed.

Dealer
£4,400

Engine 999cc, l/c, 16v, inline four
Power 160.1bhp @ 11,300rpm
Torque 108.4Nm @ 8,400rpm

USED BIKE GUIDE 2004 – 2005 YAMAHA YZF-R1

Verdict 7/10
The R1 is not the most bonkers of the
mid-2000s sportsbikes, but is certainly
the most elegant and refined!
+ LOOKS, REFINEMENT, BUILD QUALITY
- LACKS BOTTOM END, LAZY HANDLING

in the road, the R1 is
considerably less likely to
suddenly go lock to lock! When
you are catering for a more
mature rider, that was a big
selling point in 2004! But what
about in 2016?
There are many reasons why

the 2004 R1 is starting to shine in
the used market where other litre
bikes are becoming less popular.
A certain proportion of buyers
will always want the bad boy,
which is why the ZX-10R’s prices
remain high, but the R1 is
beginning to emerge as the best
of the rest. Compared to the
somewhat subdued Honda
Fireblade, the R1’s spirited
character shines through, and its
build quality is leagues ahead of
the Suzuki or Kawasaki. It takes
quite a lot to rough up an R1’s
finish, where all it takes on a
ZX-10R or GSX-R1000 is a few
showers and a lack of anti-
corrosion spray for them to soon
resemble an anchor.
Treat a 2004 YZF-R1 right and

it will continue to not only look
good for years to come, it is also
very unlikely to let you down.
Faults are few and far between,
aside from the usual used bike
issues, and if you managed to
search out a good example,
ideally with a set of fruity race
cans and a tailored fuel map, this
is the full litre bike package. If
not, ultimately, certainly the
most thrilling.

ALSO CONSIDER THESE:

The ‘blue spot’ calipers went gold...

These bikes will be cut out ;-)
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TTC YAMAHA YZF-R6RACE SPEC

As far as race bikes go, they don't get
much sexier than the Came BPT
Team Traction Control Yamaha R6

all dressed up in TT Supersport specification
– the very same spec’ Ian Hutchinson won
both races on last year. So what makes this
old girl tick – isn’t the R6 is getting more
than a bit long in the tooth now? And is the
beauty of the bike more than just skin deep?
We go beneath those camouflage fairings to
find out about a pretty special bit of kit.

Over the winter, the boys at Team Traction
Control have been incredibly busy making
three weapons from the ground up, with this
one being Hutchy's very own Island steed.
Being a specific weapon for TT action, this
R6 is a little different to its British Supersport
sisters, and despite the competitiveness on
track and road we were allowed to delve into
one of the trickest 600s racing in the country.
How trick? Well, Hutchy only did three
practice laps on this bike before winning the
race last year and his first outing on it was
firing down Bray Hill, flat out. So how do we
go about making one?

For starters, this bike is straight out of the
crate for this year, with Grant Bunting and
the boys completely stripping it in order to
get the engine sorted. Although the crank
and the piston remain the same as standard,
as per the rulebook, there are still a few bits
you can do to maximise that 599cc lump.
The team stick in a trick Nova gearbox,
which is both super-finished and undercut in

position of the standard piece, offering
quicker and smoother gear-changes and more
inherent strength to cope with the stress from
over 37-miles of punishment per lap –
although the slipper clutch is the standard
Yamaha item. On top of this, there's plenty of
porting work done and cam timing is sorted
to beef up the engine's output massively.
After the tinkering is finished, there is over
140bhp for Hutchy to play with. Whack on a
bigger radiator and some Samco hoses, and
all you have to do is give it a soundtrack to
match; a bellowing factory Akraprovic
titanium exhaust system tends to do the trick.
I'm drooling over it while I'm sat here writing
about it. You’ll have to excuse me...

This is all powered by a full and rather
jazzy (read expensive) Motec wiring loom
and dash system, which has all the bells and
whistles required to keep this ship sailing at
full steam – although it looks like something
out of fighter jet. It can even have your name
pop up on ignition if you're feeling really
factory. Not only does this do a grand job of
giving information to the rider, but it also
means adjustments to fuel and ignition
mapping are essentially there at the touch of
a button. You can play around with different
elements (like the engine braking, for
example) much easier than on a Yamaha
race-kit package. This feeds a whole host of
feedback to the team as well, with the
sensors on the rear wheel and suspension
both working in conjunction with the GPS to

show every single detail of the lap – bad
news if you mess up and try to lie to your
crew, great news if you want to go faster. OK,
it's a bit out of most of our price ranges, so a
Power Commander or similar would do us
proud when it comes to fuelling and you can
buy other cool replacement dashes without
mortgaging the house. But, if you can afford
it, why not go the whole hog?

Like a lot of the bikes in the racing world,
the chassis remains largely untouched
(although it does have some very individual
alterations we’ll go through later specifically
for Hutchy) – which is good news for that
increasingly damaged wallet. The geometry is
altered a smidge in order to help the bike
handle sweeter on the harsh Island course,
alongside using chain adjusting blocks to
keep that wheelbase in check. The bike is
stopped through standard calipers mated to
SPS brake pads, before being fed through a
K-Tech shock and set of fork internals, which
is Hutchy's preference in suspension. Seems
easy doesn't it?

Well it's not, because when you look
closely you see the devil really is in the
detail. Due to injuries sustained, Ian
Hutchinson still has issues with the mobility
in his left foot, which means every bike he
races has a converted right handed gear shift.
The guys mount brackets to the frame and
feed the system through the middle of the
chassis, which works in exactly the same
way as standard, just adapted to the other

The journey from road bike to race bike – featuring the TT spec Came BPT Yamaha R6

RACE
SPEC
W O R D S : C A R L ‘ P R E T T Y B O Y ’ S T E V E N S P I C S : P R E T T Y B O Y , I M P A C T I M A G E S
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RACE SPEC

side. The rear brake is relocated to the
handlebar for use as a thumb brake. On top
of this, the team are also having a completely
bespoke tank made up just for this bike,
where the capacity will be increased from 17
to 22-litres. The clever part is that where
Hutchy likes to haves a hump on the tank,
they are going to incorporate this and make it
one section; now how smart is that for long
journeys – and who said a 600 can't be
practical! He also runs a seat-pad to make life
that bit easier, alongside a slightly comfier
riding position in comparison to a typically
cramped short circuit bike, which makes you
walk like a crab after a day's riding.
Now once you have all of this sorted, the

bike is dressed up in a HiFibre fairing and
screens, which are covered in that beautiful
Rage Designs colour scheme. They run fully
adjustable Renthal handlebars and rearsets,
alongside some factory-looking Slickside
Carbon bits like a hugger and frame covers,
which is all held together by the pro bolts
from ProBolt. This is then laced up with the
final details needed on a race bike, such as a
rain light, lever protector and GB racing
engine cover set – although the crash
protection is kept to a minimum as team boss
Grant doesn't really believe in it.
All in all, this is one lean, mean Island

conquering machine, and the work that's
been put in really does match the rewards the
team deserve. This has been a real eye-
opener where attention to detail is
concerned, and shows what makes a
TT-winning bike; especially with the extra
details that allow Hutchy to ride the thing.
Now all I (or you) need is a rollover lottery
win and some bigger balls, then maybe I
could give it a go!

PARTS LIST:
PICK AND CHOOSE AS YOU LIKE!
Motec full system £9,000
Big Boa radiatior £900
Samco Hoses £115
Renthal bars £100
Renthal Sprockets £70
Probolt bolts £3,500
GB Racing covers £250
SBS pads £100
Engine internals £900
Nova gearbox £970
Hel brake lines £60
Misc. (various brackets/accessories) about £1,100

TANK
This is just the standard piece for
testing, but the one they use for TT
week will be fitted personally for
Hutchy, with an increased capacity
to last the race. Trick? Just a bit...

GEAR CHANGE
You’ll notice that it’s on the wrong side,
or have we gone back in time 50 years
and it’s the correct side again? Does
Hutchy have to double declutch?

EN
G
IN
E Type L/C, 4-stroke, 16-valve, DOHC, 4-cylinder

Bore x Stroke 67.0 x 42.5mm
Compression 13.1:1
Fuelling Motec electronic fuel Injection
Tested Power Circa 140bhp
Tested Torque They won’t say, spoilsports...

C
H
A
SS

IS Frame Aluminium Deltabox
Front Suspension K-Tech fork internals, fully adjustable
Rear Suspension K-Tech mono-shock, fully adjustable
Front Brakes Four-piston calipers, 310mm discs, SBS Pads
Rear Brakes One-piston caliper, 220mm disc, SBS Pads

D
IM

EN
SI
O
N
S Wheelbase 1,375mm

Rake/Trail 24 degrees / 97mm
Kerb Weight 170kg
Fuel Capacity 22L

PR
IC
E Price £32,000 (Inc base bike, parts, labour, etc)

From Hutchy’s supersport race team!

TECHNICAL Yamaha R6 - TT Supersport Specification

Nice frame covers!

Love a sweet Akra...
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DASH
Super duper expensive Motec
goodness that provides a massive
amount of information from all of the
Yammy’s sensors and is able to be
plugged in and altered in a jiffy.

EXHAUST
This is a rather exclusive system direct
from Akroprovic and lops a load of
weight from standard – and from other
kit in the Aka’ range. It creates a
stunning noise, which allied to the
upped power, means that it’s worth the
substantial four figure investment...

K-Tech goodness resides inside

Your name – there!

No gear lever here!
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MASTERCLASS

CONTACT CSS TO BOOK: TEL 08700 671061 EMAIL INFO@SUPERBIKESCHOOL.CO.UK WEBWWW.SUPERBIKESCHOOL.CO.UK

Founded by the legendary
Keith Code in 1980, the
California Superbike School
offers a step-by-step method
of technique oriented rider
training in the art of
cornering motorcycles. Over
the past 30 years hundreds
of thousands of students
have improved their riding
skills and cornering
capabilities at CSS and their
team of professional
coaches are dedicated to
your improvement.

THECALIFORNIASUPERBIKESCHOOL

On motorcycle riding,
‘good’ advice gets
passed around like a

bottle of Mad Dog in a homeless
camp. Like the hooch, most of it
goes to the head and clouds the
issue it’s actually supposed to
clarify. Advice on the initial
brake pull is an example. We’re
told it should be a gradual
application to settle the bike’s
suspension and not lock up the
wheel. Sounds good and logical,
but like most ‘good’ advice, it

be many more yards before you
stopped the bike. Even cutting
the reaction time in half buys
you two and a half car lengths at
peak velocity.
You may say, ‘Yes, yes, but

those racer boys are on special
tyres that are hot and sticky, so
of course they can do that. But
what about me under normal
riding conditions?’ Let me offer
this in answer to that question,
and I touched on this last month.
Seven years ago, I designed a

rider training program
specifically for street riders and
to date more than 1,000 riders
have run through it. For the
braking portion of it, we begin
with measurement of their
untrained braking at 40, 50 and
60 mph. After coaching each
rider, the three measured braking
manoeuvres are repeated.
The result of this training has

been a very consistent average
improvement of 55 feet shorter
stopping distances from 60 mph
to zero. That is the depth of a
motorway at its widest. There
were similar, proportional,
improvements at 40 and 50 mph.
All types of street bikes, with all
brands of street tyres,
participated in this program. This
answers the question of whether
or not it is better equipment or a
trained rider that makes the
critical difference in braking.
You’d still like an answer to

the question; can you brake too
hard or too quick? The answer is
yes. You can lock up the front
tyre and crash a bike. In reality,
with today’s tyres, it’s more
likely you will endo the bike than
lock the front. What the training
and the results we found in the
school prove is that finding that
limit is a proven route to gaining
control over the initial brake pull.
The gains, as the numbers tell
us, are huge.
But there are important

considerations regarding

The brake is your bike’s
most powerful element.
Best learn how to use it then…

PULLING
ON THE
BRAKES

W
O
R
D
S
:

K
E
IT
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C
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E
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S
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can be deadly if applied in the
wrong situation.
Let’s take a one-second (one

heartbeat) gradual squeeze at 60
mph and compare that to a
racer’s fifteen hundredths of a
second (that’s half the time it
takes to blink) brake pull. How
would that difference in
technique impact your accident-
avoidance capabilities? Without
doing the maths, but knowing
you are travelling at 88 feet per
second, it’s safe to say it would

All too easy with modern
brakes and tyres!
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RIDING

technique. Lean angle, road
conditions and tyre quality all
play a part in how hard you can
break and how progressively you
must apply the brakes without
locking up the tyre.

In the 1970s in Los Angeles,
my primary transportation was a
motorcycle. I used to amuse
myself by riding along on my
street bike and, when conditions
allowed it, momentarily locking
the front. Around that same time,
our club here in SoCal, the AFM,
didn’t have a new racer’s
program so I put one together.
One of the pass/fail items for
getting a racing licence was the
rider demonstrating a front wheel
lock-up. I do recall the looks of
dismay and panic when I
outlined the exercise to my
would-be new racers. They all
did it and no one crashed. The
key element to not crashing is
the partial release of the lever
once the lock-up takes place.

As with so many other riding
fundamentals, that moment of
brake application is a learned,
technical skill. What about that

datum has changed since way
back then to now with
phenomenally better bikes,
brakes, suspension and tyres?
Absolutely nothing. It is still, and
remains, all about the rider.

Got a riding question – for either the track or road? Want the CSS team to help?
Drop us a line and we’ll get it answered for you fastbikesletters@mortons.co.uk

One thing that has been
bothering me is my
cornering style. I lean

close enough to the ground, but
I keep my legs glued to the bike.
This has worked well for me and
as I understand it, this is an
old-fashioned style of cornering.
I’d like to get rid of the fear so
that I can corner with my knee
to the ground. Is there any
advice you can give me?
Tim, email

During the schools we
are often asked about
lean angle and the first

three drills in Level 1 focus on
reducing the amount you lean
the bike without slowing the
rider down – everyone is more
confident with the throttle if
the bike is more upright.

Q

A

Why do more riders
crash on left-handers
than right hand bends?

Is it something to do with being
right handed?
Roger, Ipswich

It doesn’t have
anything to do with
being left or right-

handed – for example, when
we travel abroad it’s a reverse
situation as they ride on the
other side of the road. The
difference between the two is
your position on the road as
you approach the corner that
will affect your line and the
amount of space you can see
as well. With a left hander

Q

A

You say you’re happy with
the amount of lean angle and
then mention fear, which
would suggest that you’re not
completely relaxed whilst
leant over, which can therefore
cause the bike to be unstable.
By using your outside leg to
lock onto the tank and by
keeping your head and
shoulders to the inside of the
bike you’ll find the inside leg
should have less weight upon
it, allowing it to drop into the
turn. However, by moving your
head and shoulders over the
centre line of the bike you’ll
actually help to reduce lean
angle as well. You don’t need
to be hanging your backside
off the bike to do this so it will
work with your original style
just as well.

you’re immediately making the
corner harder by being to the
left of centre, which will close
off your visual space whilst
approaching the corner.

When this happens most
people start to turn early
which sets them on an arc that
will run them wide on the exit
– which also happens to be
where the oncoming traffic is.
Turning later helps you to see
more of the corner and also
allows you to straighten out
the corner as well, which helps
reduce lean angle. On school
days we mark out where we
would like the students to turn
to demonstrate how much
later they can turn.

ASK AN EXPERT
All the CSS coaches have spent
years honing their riding, and
are perfectly placed to answer
your riding questions. So don’t
be shy, ask Matthew Hartley!

OLD SCHOOL RULES?

SOUTH PAW WOES

Braking doesn’t
always have to be
serious – you can

showboat too!

Lean less, go faster! Eh?

Conquer those pesky lefties!
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CONTACT JHS RACING: TEL 0117 986 844 EMAIL ENQQUIRIES@JHSRACING.CO.UK WEBWWW.JHSRACING.CO.UK

Building a race bike for
the Isle of Man is very
different to anything

else we build. Those 37 and ¾
miles are the ultimate test for
any motorcycle and are utterly
unique – even short circuit bikes
aren't built like these. Plus, I’m
probably a little more anal than
with others; a bit more focused
with how we assemble them, the
types of nuts and bolts we use
throughout, and the lengths we
go to. You don’t necessarily have
to be that particular but running
the number of bikes we’re
running this year (similar to a
big factory team), it takes some
pressure off me knowing that
everything will be OK – certainly
the basics will be. If you’re not
on top of your game, you won’t
be playing the game. It’s like
snakes and ladders; you can go
up the ladder but soon slide
down the snake…

Our main focus is securing
components and ensuring
fundamental safety. TT rules are
also slightly different to anything
else, so more components have
to be lockwired (calipers, wheel
spindles, etc) along with your

usual short circuit bits and bobs
– like sump plugs and oil filters.
As well as a safety reason, you’re
making a conscious effort to put
lockwire on something after
you’ve done it up and it’s also a
visual aspect, so anyone looking
at it can see it’s been lockwired.
There’s lockwiring, then proper
lockwiring. We like to lockwire
in a specific way that sees the
nut being constantly pulled tight
so it can’t undo, and some of our

mechanics we use for the TT
have over 25 years of aerospace
industry experience, locking
things like radiator mounts,
yokes and handlebar/foot
controls. Don't do it right and
you could end up with a loose
bolt...

It’s a brutal place and bits do
fall off if they’re not secured
properly. The bike gets shaken
around so violently and
tormented for such a prolonged

There’s a lot more thought and
effort that goes into a road
racing bike than a short circuit
machine, don’t ya know?

BUILDING
A TT BIKE…

That's a lot of hard work
parked up right there...

Fitting every race part
needs constant thought...

James Holland runs JHS
Racing in Keynsham, and he
is our go to guy whenever
we need a bike looking at.
JHS Racing was set up in the
mid 1990s and has since
expanded as its reputation
has grown. The workshop
deals with everything, from
scooters to superbikes.
Having built and worked on
race Suzuki SVs and
Triumph 675s James has a
wealth of knowledge with
these bikes, but elsewhere
James’ knowledge is as
extensive as it gets. So from
tyre fitting to MOTs, from
dyno work to suspension,
James really does do it all.
And here he is, passing on
his years in the business to
Fast Bikes readers!

JHS RACINGOWNER/BIG CHEESE
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period of time. On some areas of
the bike that can’t be lockwired,
like seat mounts, we’ll also use
glue to prevent anything
loosening during the race. Most
of the fastenings have a rubber
base, so that provides a certain
amount of flex anyway.

Every component is brand new
when we build bikes for the TT,
even if they’re older bikes. We’ve
spent close to £5,000 with
Racebolt on titanium nuts and
bolts for each of the five bikes
this year. Everything that can be
replaced with titanium without
sacrificing safety has been
changed. Four caliper bolts are
£48 plus the VAT. This year,
we’ve spent too much on custom
carbon fibre airboxes and air
intakes that have been designed
specifically for the TT, using
vacuum formed carbon which
can be formed in a much tighter
environment for higher strength
over fibreglass. It’s less likely to
crack and fatigue at the TT and
also weighs less. With the money
we’ve spent on developing and
building the bikes this year, I
could have bought a three-bed
detached in Yorkshire...

Most stock bikes won’t make
two full laps on a tank of fuel, so
all our bikes have their stock
tanks blown out via pressurised
air to push out many of the dents
and recesses. We’ve tried cutting
and bashing them but this seems
to be the best, easiest and safest
method to get more volume.

We set the bike up a lot flatter
to aid stability. In order to
become flatter, we put a longer
wheelbase into the bikes. We
have a base setting that
we start with on the
first night of practice
and tend not to deviate
too far from that over
the fortnight. It’s not as
focused as short circuit
racing, where you’re
diving into the same
turn lap after lap; it’s
all about trying to find
a compromise for fast
and flowing corners,
slower sections, flat
surfaces and the bumps
and swells of Ginger
Hall to Ramsey.

Although we run

IF YOU'RE NOT ON TOP OF
YOUR GAME, YOU WON'T BE
PLAYING THE GAME...

If you don’t know the difference between yokes and yolks, Dzus and Zeus, or
suspension and suspenders – email the experts letters@fastbikesmag.com

Metzeler Racetec RR K1 rubber,
the tyres are different to those
over-the-counter hoops available
to the public. The rear uses a
harder compound in the middle
to cope with prolonged periods
of high speeds when the bike is
upright. That’s why we never
bring tyres with us to the TT, as
tyre manufacturers carry bespoke
rubber for us.

Wheel bearings get cleaned
and re-oiled (we use a very light
oil in them) to help them spin
and reduce friction. We’ve also
got various different tools we use
that we wouldn't normally use in
short circuit racing, like the
wheel alignment tool; primarily

because there isn't the time to do
it at a short circuit race weekend.
We use the standard braking
system from a GSX-R600 L6, as
the Brembo master cylinder
set-up we use on short circuits is
simply too aggressive. Sometimes
you have to go back to basics to
achieve more at the TT.

More personal rider aspects,
like preventing head buffeting
and high-speed comfort, also
have to be considered – these
boys are at 100 per cent throttle
for 75 per cent of the lap here.
All four riders have different
screen requirements, and all
have some sort of modification to
a standard double-bubble.

All the TT track wants to
do is break a machine...

DB screen is essential

Lockwiring – it's an art form!

Fags, appreciating James' hard work
firsthand around the TT track!
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PENAL SERVITUDEPREVENTOR

ANDREW
DALTON

The Fast Bikes Legal Clinic
is compiled by Andrew
Dalton, and his bike riding
barristers and solicitors at
White Dalton Motorcycle
Solicitors.

They deal with personal
injury claims and their sister
company, Motor Defence
Team, deals with all the
motoring offences. They
know everything about bike
law. Andrew is a former
London motorbike courier
turned barrister and solicitor,
and we know he’s good. All
the White Dalton lawyers are
qualified barristers, or
solicitors, or both - and they
all have full bike licences,
too. They don’t act for
insurance companies or the
prosecution. They are
Britain’s most specialist law
practice, and if they don’t
know the answer to your
question, there probably
isn’t one. Don’t rely on the
advice from your insurance
appointed solicitor, get
proper independent advice.

I asked my boss if I could
use my bike for work,
instead of getting caned for

tax on a diesel Astra estate. I work
in IT and my toolkit fits into my
Kreiga backpack. My boss said yes,
and I get paid the same rate for
using my bike as using my own car
for work.

All was fine with this
arrangement – until I fell off on
company business. The fall was my
fault. I clipped a raised bollard on a
keep left sign whilst pushing
through traffic a bit quicker than I
meant to. In my fall I got a nasty
lower leg fracture, which the
doctors have called a ‘spiral
fracture’. I was wearing my own
motorcycle boots, which are proper
motorcycle boots, but look like
casual boots. My employers have
paid my wages when I have been
off work sick but my wife reckons
that I should sue my employers as
they should have risk assessed my
riding and my kit. I am not at all
keen on this and I would like to put
an end to this. What do you say?
Anon

I’d say ‘man up’ to the
missus. Your employers do
owe a duty of care as to

how you travel at work. You have
chosen to wear ‘stout footwear’
which covers your ankle. I often
choose to ride in a very similar

Q

A

pair of casual boots. If your
employers had done a risk
assessment they would have seen
you were wearing stout footwear
that would have ticked the box.
Also, you could have had the very
best race derived boots or a
massive pair of motocross boots
on, and you would still have got a
spiral fracture. A spiral fracture is
caused by your foot staying still
and something moving violently
over it; in this case your moving
bike sliding over your pinned shin,
snapping it. Your foot was going
to rotate whatever boots you
were wearing – and if you had
been wearing a chunky pair of
motocross boots I suspect you
would have had an even worse
injury, because the rotational
forces would have concentrated
on your knee rather than down
your shin bone (which, despite
being a bloody nasty injury is
easier to repair than tearing all
your knee ligaments and still
having a spiral fracture).

I suspect you might get a

solicitor to have a go at your case,
but I think you would lose. I have
won cases where people are sent
out on work’s bikes without
‘proper’ kit on, but it seems to me
that your case would have to be
based on you not having ‘proper’
boots, when in fact your boots
where entirely proper for the job
– and your method of transport of
getting to and from work cannot
be risk free and you chose it
yourself. If you had crashed your
company car, you would not be
looking at going after your
employers and as a matter of law,
and I cannot see that a motorbike
makes any difference at all. Our
lawyers get provided with
company bikes, which they use, at
their discretion, for work. They all
wear reasonable safety kit, but it
is at their own discretion. If one of
my solicitors came into work
wearing trainers, on a company
bike, I would have sharp words
with them, but it would not make
me liable for their decision as to
what shoes to wear that day.

IF YOU HAD CRASHED A COM-
PANY CAR YOU WOULD NOT BE
GOING AFTER YOUR EMPLOYERS
LIKE YOU WANT TO NOW...

A SPIRALLING PROBLEM
Spiral leg fractures are nasty, but are they down to incorrect kit?

W O R D S : A N D R E W D A L T O N P I C : Y A M A H A

If you’ve been a naughty biker, you need some decent
legal advice, get it from mail@whitedalton.co.uk

For me, I am not very 'appy.
Can I, how you say, sue the

arse off my employer?
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For road traffic offences
callMotor Defence Team
0800 280 0912

For non-offence cases
callWhite Dalton Motorcycle
Solicitors 0800 783 6191

Visit their websites
whitedalton.co.uk
motordefensesolicitors.co.uk
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PEAK-ING
Guys, first of thanks for
publicising my local road – the
A5004. Note that it is not a
10-mile descent though. The
total distance from Whaley to
Buxton is 6-8 miles depending
on how you measure it, so that
descent can only be 5-6 miles
tops. It is still a brilliant road, and
possibly better on the ascent,
per your photo (which is
definitely taken while riding in
the WB-Bux direction).
Nigel Eastmond

Yeah, we read 10 minutes as
10 miles on Google Maps.
Damn that new technology!

PIMPING MY RIDE – TO YOU!
So I said to myself (and, more importantly, the missus) that I
wouldn’t get a 1000cc bike. I didn’t need all that power, I said. Then
I totalled my GSX-R750 and it all changed. It was love at first sight.
I’ve added a few extras, new sprockets and chain, race adjusters,
gold break lines, and she now looks even better. It would make my
day to see her in your magazine. Yes, I’m pimping her out to you…
Derrick Williams

So long as you can live with yourself pimping her out,
then we’d gladly spirit her away for an illicit ride…

She's a beauty!

What goes up, must come down!

Summer in Scotland...

You can win a set brilliantOxford Optimiser 3X
for simply writing the Fast Bikes Star Letter.
A “soft-start” charging mode to improve recovery of deeply
discharged batteries as low as 8 volts. Intelligent charging will
“cycle-charge” in an attempt to recover sulphated
batteries. Suitable for all 12V automotive batteries including
LITHIUM LiFePO4 batteries. New voltage sensors quickly detect
high current drain and will automatically revert to the most
appropriate charge rate. Fast and efficient charging in all modes
keeps charge times short and reduces power consumption.

WORTH
£79.99!

KIDS’ CORNER
Hi there, I’d be well chuffed if you
could publish the photo of my
daughter Cassandra in the kids’
corner! It was taken just before her
fifirr rrtt mmy 2003 Aprilia

. i for her to be old
r iillion! Sometimes
’ i ee garage toddling

over to it and
usts while pursing

r l i pering ‘woooooooo’
l ’ eere!

r t e Falco, she’s fantastic. I’ve
l nty of improvements
dd grips, ECU, Leo Vince
iinium cans, home made tail

i , steering damper, RSV rear
ss oocck, 15/45 sprockets,

toiler, Brembo RCS 19/16
e MC, Oberon clutch slave,

Xenon dipped beam, LED inserts into the
headlight, upgraded stand, flat bars and long
arm mirrors…) and use her for commuting,
days out with the wife and the odd trackday
(Dijon)! I’ll chuck a knee down photo in too!
Ben Hindsley

Awesome stuff all round Ben. Great bike,
great offspring, great times!

UNDER MY
UMBRELLA-ELLA-ELLA
Just to show the fun of getting
stuck into bike repairs in sunny
Scotland. Well, hey, if you haven’t
got a garage, what you supposed to
do? Still enjoyed it though and new
chain and sprockets look great!
Iain Hay, Edinburgh

We’ve been there, done that – you
don’t need to be in Scotland to
suffer, either!

TRUCKING GREAT
That’s SIC #58
Clifton Scoones

Dad, when are you getting an RSV4?
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GO SLOWER TO GO FASTER?
I’ve been riding a number of years but I feel as though my riding is
actually getting worse with experience, not better, particularly corners
and roundabouts where I’ve gone from scraping pegs to holding up
traffic! A lot of my mates reckon this is because as I started later I
went straight to big bikes rather than starting out at 16 on a 50 like
they all did. Should I, as they suggest, get myself a cheap 125 to cane
the sh*t out of all summer or is there something else going on?
Peter, email

Nah, just go and get some tuition – either road or track. You won’t
believe what a little confidence can do on a bike…

Fast Bikes: MotoGP bosses
appoint bodyguards to Jorge
Lorenzo and Marc Marquez for
this weekend’s Mugello race.
What say you?

Brendan Mills: Absolutely
disgusting behaviour in a sport
that hates negative crowd
appreciation for pure talent
regardless of bike colour or
nationality. Support the
performance of the rider and the
sport we all love. Let the football
crowds retain their infamous
reputation for being dicks.

Gavin Roberts: Only one person
can stop all this. Rossi needs to
speak out for the sake of the sport!
There will be MotoGP after Rossi.
Fans are turning into football idiots.

Lance Richard Albon: This is just
media hype created by Dorna.
Marquez has already stated that
he does not want or need a
bodyguard. Marquez said that the
fans have been asking for
autographs and photos and that
he feels safe there.

Jason Collins: I don’t understand
how anyone can dislike MM. His
riding is incredible to watch, he
took the sport to the next level for
a couple seasons for sure, what’s
not to like?

Andrew Russell: I hate that
people are booing MM and JL. I’m
not a fan of either but they
deserve some respect.

Carl Murray: MM was so out of
order what he did to Rossi that
it will stay with him forever.
Fuck him, he ruined the entire
championship that had been
brewing up nicely since race
one. Fans are never going you
forget that, and it was purely
down to MM ego and contempt
for Rossi that made him do
what he did. It was a **** move
and he is getting the backlash
for that and rightly so. You act
like a bitch, you get treated like
a bitch.

Craig Niven: So the fans are
supposed to be sporting but the
riders are not? They are the role
models the fans are just following
the example set by the riders last
year.

Giles Hulm: Why, when they did
such a good job looking after each
other in 2015!

Want your greatest riding cock-up, triumph, or just the missus’ naked form
immortalised in these fine pages? Email fastbikesletters@mortons.co.uk

@DrMoto1 More fun at
#RaceRockRide today

@StreetTripleMat @
fastbikesmag Looking forward
to it and still got this lot

@Adam_McFarland @
fastbikesmag Not long back
from NW. You missed an epic
day. These flies wouldn’t agree
though.

@Diablere @fastbikesmag 17
years ago I had my 748. Just
saying….

Answers on a virtual postcard tofastbikesletters@mortons.co.uk

AS SEEN ON
INSTAGRAM

bantatos_
photocrappyGonna: Scribble
some old @fastbikesmag for
some inspiration of riders
antics photo, especially A-Force
take-no-prisoner riding style...

SCREW YOU!
Think someone is giving
Rossi the bird after the race!
Steve Nieschmidt

THE GOOD
OLD DAYS!
Fast Bikes
Magazine “Check
out my BULLSHIT!”
VHS may be dead
but the memories
are current.
Kev Johnston

Ouch...

SKIN AIN’T
NO SLIDER…
That’s the last time I get my
knee down in a pair of jeans!
Ha ha.
Joe, email

Oooph. Do we need to remind
you not to do that again?
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WORTH
£145!

YOUR LIFE ON BIKES

TRACKDAYS
Remember to get loads of water down you, don’t get a sunburnt
neck, and if you’re hot and knackered give the last session a miss!

21st June – Spa – No Limits – £395
Your chance to ride one of the most iconic and characterful
circuits in the world.
4th July – Donington Park – No Limits – £145
Celebrate American independence by riding up to this road bike
only event.
5th July – Brands GP – MSV Trackdays – £175
Have a proper blast round the GP track – Shakey’s going too!
11th July – Knockhill – Knockhill – £90
An evening session for novice riders – we know you’ll love it!
20th July – Castle Combe – Castle Combe – £130
The Combe does six sessions of ten minutes – but watch out for
the noise restrictions.

LET’S GO RACING
Slap on the suntan lotion and let them entertain you!

26th June – Knockhill – BSB
It’s nearly July but it’s only the fourth round of the championship.
Figure that one out!
26th June – Assen – MotoGP
Remember that it’s being held on a Sunday for the first time ever!
Then it’s holiday time for MotoGP.
2nd July – Combe Grand National
Witness the only bike race meet of the year at Castle Combe!
2nd July – Skerries – Road Racing
Just outside of Dublin, this is a cracking meeting.
10th July – Snetterton – BSB
The circus travels to Norfolk, so should find itself at home!
10th July – Laguna Seca – WSB
The only visit WSB makes Stateside – but it’s a cracking venue and
offers brilliant racing.

POSTCARD FROM: ALP D’HUEZ
I love everything on two wheels, and I know that it’s not
popular in these parts to admit to riding push bikes, but I do
– there, I’ve said it. So I packed up my car and trailer last year
with everything I have on two wheels and headed to Alp
D’Huez. I’ve always wanted to ride up the hill that’s been
made so famous by the Tour de France, but then thought it
would be great to take my 2014 ZX-10R up there too.

I was away for the week and did the cycling in the first
few days, which was ace. Then, after a day off doing nothing,
I took to the Ten. I got up early to beat all the cyclists up the
hill and had a mega ride up there, and a belting ride back
down – so much so I did it all again! By 10 in the morning the
place had started to fill up (this was in early September), so I
took off to find some other roads – let’s just say that it’s not
hard in this area. You can almost do no wrong round here –
the roads are utterly amazing, the scenery out of this world
and it made for the perfect anecdote to struggling up the
mountains on my other bike. Do it, do it, do it!
Keith, Nottingham

Who said touring was boring...

When you think of warm Tarmac
and sinuous roads you don’t usually
then add a Yamaha FJR1300 into
the mix. But that trio was exactly
what was on offer earlier in the
year when Yamaha took us down to
the Almeria area of Spain.

This is well worn territory for
manufacturers – and not just
because the Almeria circuit (well,
both of them now) is plonked in the

middle of the desert here. The roads
are utterly sublime, traffic
unbelievably light and the welcome
is always friendly – with some
cracking bars and restaurants in the
most unlikely of places. So if you’re
down in Almeria doing a trackday
– remember that the area is
peppered with quality roads to
enjoy too. The A-1102 is the best of
the bunch – and to beat the others

GREAT LAUNCH ROADS:
A-1102, ALMERIA, SPAIN

Tell us about your travels. Send
in a story and somepictures
(to fastbikes@futurenet.com)
and you couldwin an ace Kriega
R35 backpack –worth £145!
QUADLOC™HARNESS EASY ON/OFF

- ZIP IN/OUT SYSTEM TARGETEDWEIGHT
DISTRIBUTION PATENTED ALLOY
ADJUSTERS 2 FRONTHARNESS ZIP
POCKETS EXPANDINGMESH POCKET
WITHSHOCK CORD 6 POINT
COMPRESSION SCOTCHLITE™
REFLECTIVE PANELS INTERNALMAGAZINE
SLEEVE 35 LITRE (2100cu in) CAPACITY
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to the crown in this area is quite an
achievement.

The surface is excellent, the
corners fantastic and the views
spectacular. It goes from nowhere
to nowhere so is very quiet, leaving
you to indulge in some skilful riding
– and that applies to the FJR1300 as
much as it does to any other
machine you’d care to mention.

USING TYRE WARMERS PROPERLY
Buying a set of decent tyre warmers is one thing – using them properly quite
another. There are slight differences in recommendations between manufacturers,
but a rule of thumb is to set the warmers on a medium heat (around 70-80 degrees
centigrade) and stick them on your tyres at least 45 minutes before a session – an
hour is better. Next, you’re going to ask us why...

This gives the heat the chance to sink into the carcass of the tyre and to activate all the molecules
within the compound. Just before you head out on track, set your hot pressures. After a session stick the
warmers back on, but don’t turn them on until you have around 20 minutes to go before your next
session. If you’re going to leave them for longer
then resort back to putting them on 45 minutes
before you go out.

Carbon wheels don’t like the enclosed type
warmers that cover the entire wheel, so avoid
these if you’re loaded and use carbon rims. If you
start by Velcro-ing the warmer to the wheel just
on the spoke after the valve then you’ll know
where the valve is – and provide resistance as you
wrap the warmer round. And if you’ve got the
enclosed warmers, or ones with deep sides, make
sure that you don’t wrap them up in the brake
disc – especially at the front.

PLUS: BUYING A GENERATOR
Not every circuit has easy access to power, which
means that the only way to power your tyre
warmers is via a generator. But what sort do you
need? Well, if you look at your tyre warmer it
should say what sort of wattage they draw
(bearing in mind you are dealing with two warmers
here – front and rear). Chicken Hawk say that its
superbike warmers draw 1150 watts, so you need
to at least cover that. You don’t want to run a
genny flat out, plus factor in other bits, so head to
as close to a 2000w option if you can afford it.

BOOKED IT, PACKED IT: BEST OF ITALY FESTIVAL
It looks like it’s going to be a busy summer, especially with this
inaugural Best of Italy festival announced to tempt fans of everything
from this great nation. It’s being held over the weekend of the 17th
and 18th of September, and the big draw is a ride on a 26km closed

ttellll’’ r aa

Like every other adjustment with your
suspension, ride height alteration can
either lead you to set-up heaven – or set-up e .
this to improve ground clearance, change the way a bike steers
or because you’re a short arse and need a lower bike...

The easiest way of doing this is on a bike whose rear shock allows you to
do this. If you’ve not got this then you’ll need bushes at the back to achieve
the same affect or buy some ride height adjusters – dog bone links. You can
also change the ride height at the front, through dropping or raising your
bike through the yokes. In short, if you raise the rear ride height you put
more weight on the front tyre and make it work harder and steer quicker.
The trade off can be a loss of stability – both in a straight line and under
acceleration out of a corner. Reverse this and lower the rear ride height and
the front doesn’t work so hard and steering becomes slower – but you up
stability levels as your trade off. Your local suspension tech should be able
to point you in the right direction, so don’t blindly fiddle for the sake of it...

SUSPENSION SET-UP:
RIDE HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

Full factory power!

We’d pack more than a t-shirt...
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KAWASAKI ZX-10RROOTSY

After a weekend of long
awaited decorating, Monday
morning’s 6 o’clock alarm to

get me up and at 'em for a Silverstone
trackday was tough. Harsher still was
trying to prise my legs onto the pegs
of the ZX-10R for the hour and a bit to
the home of MotoGP so that I could
hook up with my appointment with
Niall Mackenzie.

I’d appreciate the good ground
clearance that the pegs offer later in
the day, but for now my poor little legs
were suffering. To try and take away the
pain I started playing with buttons while
the traffic was quiet as I’d yet to set the
time properly and couldn’t work out
how to sort the trip and such. The
former needs you to shift the lap timer
button to the right until the trip zeroes.
The latter, however, needs a good old
fashioned hold of the select button to
activate the option to set the time.
Everything else is pretty straight
forward, although unlike other bikes of
its ilk there’s not much else to gaze at.

As you’ll have read, Niall Mackenzie
offered a glowing review of the bike
– without even riding it. He surmised
that the front felt perfect as it was able
to hold a line diligently through some of
Silverstone’s slower stuff. To hear that a
GP legend was struggling to keep up at
the apex was a boon – it was just a
shame that that’s where that particular

story ended. He was also right about
the rear, and I was tempted to get the
screwdriver out and add more support
to try and counter the power being put
through the shock. That said, the rear
Bridgestone RS10 looked peachy
perfect at the end of 160 track miles.
The front too looked like it had worked
harder than the R10 at Portiamo – in a
good way. But back to the rear, coming
onto the start/finish straight I found the
bike just wanted creep to the outside
too soon, and a little twiddle should
have sorted this. But the day was all
about my riding, not the tweaking. That
will come later. I’ve got all the settings
from the launch, but want to fiddle to
get things sorted for me and then
compare and contrast to see how out I
am – or not, you never know…

The brake pads feel as if they need
an upgrade. The SBS pads I used on the
R1 last year were mint, and I’ve put a
request in for some more for the M50
calipers. We slated the ABS system at
Portimao, but on the infinitely smoother
Silverstone things were much better,
with only the odd occasion into Vale
causing any interference. I will look into
an ABS blocker type thing from MSS as
this little gadget is able to bypass the
system without resorting to fitting the
race ECU.

I can’t wait to strip the bike of its
stock exhaust, and plan to do this

next week. We’re back in a position
where it’ll all be about freeing up
power, whereas the last few years have
focused almost solely on weight
advantages of aftermarket equipment.
Now it’s about both, so that 14kg
stock system will go, and I’m hoping
that the midrange will return once
the cats get culled. When you’re
getting monstered out of roundabouts
by coffee deprived sales reps in
their Passats and A4s you know
that a) you’re in the wrong gear and b)
even the wrong gear on a litre
sportsbike shouldn’t make you
look stupid.

I’m slowly moulding myself around
the bike, and a 250-mile round trip the
next day felt that little bit easier –
despite the aches and pains of my
trackday’s hangover…

TIME ON TEST:
4 MONTHS

ODOMETER
MILES

BHP: 175
GAIN: NA

NEXT AIM:
NEW CAN, MAN10 24 3

THIS MONTH I HAVE MOSTLY BEEN... “Taking her to MotoGP’s home...”

Price from new: £13,649
Insurance group: 17

Modifications Price
R&G crash protectors £67.99
R&G Racing tail tidy £94.99
R&G engine eases £138.99
R&G lever guard £149.99
R&G rearsets £375.00
R&G tank sliders £69.99
R&G exhaust hanger £81.99
RUNNING TOTAL £978.94
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Price from new: £11,899
Insurance group: 16/17

Modifications Price
SC Project slip-on £432.00
PCV and secondary module £640.00
Carbon hugger £120.00
Carbon mudguard £165.00
Carbon chain guard £120.00
Accossato clutch perch £149.99
Accossato levers £79.98
Zero Gravity screen £80.00
GB Racing covers £140.00
Dyno time £99.00
MWR air filter £121.99
Eazi-Grip tank pads £25.99
Bridgestone R10s £250.00
Termignoni can £499.00
SC Project ‘Conic’ £499.00
Sigma slipper clutch £678.00
RUNNING TOTAL £4,099.95
Contact: www.hampshiremvagusta.co.uk

MV AGUSTA F3 800BENJAMIN

Tis true, I’ve barely seen the F3
in quite a long time now. Well,
up until yesterday at least. First

she went off to Portimao with the boys
for a damn good botty spanking, which
I’m still pretty miffed about. It was
supposed to be me and her having a
few days of unbridled pleasure on
holiday in the Algarve. Instead I feel like
I’ve handed the missus around to all my
mates. I’m generous and all that, but
not that generous...

And when she was finally brought
back to me, knickers still loose around
an ankle, she had to be whisked off to
the clinic for a thorough check up.
That’s because the quickshifter stopped
working in Portugal, essentially curbing
her SBOTY performance somewhat. I
was pretty gutted about that as it was
fine when it was loaded into the truck.
When she got to the Hampshire MV
Agusta clinic, it was working again,

much to my chagrin. Dave had switched
it back on again via the dash option,
and thought until we spoke that we
were just a bunch of bellends who
hadn’t twiddled with it correctly – and
let’s be honest, who can blame him?

However, the lads had in the
meantime informed me that when they
first rode her at SBOTY, a throttle-
position-sensor error came up on the
dash and rode as though it was in some
kind of limp mode in its first outing. But
then it seemed to completely right
itself, minus a working quickshifter,
which no amount of switching on and
off could cure. Chatting more with
Dave, it’s entirely possible this could
have been the cause, so entwined are
throttles and electronics these days. It
also means that the TPS is on the way
out and will need replacing some time
in the near future.

But before anybody points to the
fact this is an Italian bike with a fault,
hold your horses there, cowboy. These
parts are a dime a dozen nowadays, in
fact I had two go pop within nine
months on a Japanese sportsbike just a
couple of years ago. It happens,
basically, and I’ve only heard of one
other MV owner who’s having this
issue. He’s unlucky as it’s hit right
during the middle of MV’s financial
problems, so still waits for a
replacement unit as I write. Actually, I
have no idea whether or not mine’s
been swapped out yet, it seems OK
right now and the ‘shifter is working
too, so ‘to be continued’ on that one.

In the meantime, some of the F3’s

issues are being addressed. Hampshire
MV has arranged for K-Tech to sort out
some suspension for her. To be honest,
the front is already pretty rock solid, yet
wonderfully pliant on road or track.
There isn’t another bike out there I’m
as comfortable with burying the front
into a turn on or off the brakes.
Regardless, a fork kit will be making its
way into the tubes very soon. Fagan
has also had a moan twice now about
the Sachs rear shock, and while I get on
with it well enough, he does have a
point. So a K-Tech shock will be most
welcome, most welcome indeed. It’ll fill
some of the last holes (if you can call
them that on a bike that’s pretty
awesome out of the box) in the bike’s
repertoire. The only deep one remaining
is a bit more surge at the top end,
which an imminent full-system should
provide, then I think it’ll be the perfect
bike from tip to tail.

And after spending hundreds of
miles on naked bikes this month,
awesome ones to be fair, I’m still glad
to have something back with a fairing
and sensible seating position. You just
can’t beat sportsbikes, you really can’t,
and when this little filly is finally
finished I doubt there would be much
else out there to truly tempt me away
from her – so forget any naughty rides
this month, boys!

TIME ON TEST:
10 MONTHS

ODOMETER
MILES

BHP: 135
GAIN: 9

NEXT AIM:
GLORIOUS REUNION?10 87 6

THIS MONTH I HAVE MOSTLY BEEN… Trying to remember what the F3 looks like...

She’s got a new deflector shield...

Glad she’s back!
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KTMSUPER DUKE 1290 R SPECIAL EDITIONROOTSY

While lured away by the
promise of food, the big
Austrian boomer was

spirited away from me this month to be
used and abused by the biggest gang
bangers in town. I had wondered why a
set of Super Duke R specific luggage
had arrived for the bike when I hadn’t
requested it, and then before I knew it I
saw the bike on Facebook on its way to
Ireland for the weekend...

A dirty weekend away it was too,
judging by the state of her on its return.
Given the fact it hadn’t rained, it was
still covered in a thousand miles worth
of flies and road crud that needed a
good hour and two tins of elbow grease
to prise off umpteen insects…

After spending the first half of the
month on the Kawasaki, getting back on
the KTM was pure relief. The Kawasaki is
hard and focused, the KTM soft and
joyful, so after turning the TC and ABS
off I set off on the most pleasurable ride
home imaginable. Then I stalled it, the
hydraulic clutch biting early meaning
that I then had to reset it. And again at a
set of temporary traffic lights a few
miles later. My thumb is now
programmed to quickly turn the 'tronics
off, but it’s still a pain in the arse…

I’ve just said the Super is soft, and it
really is. Charlie and I went off and did a

Bikesafe course, with him on his
Öhlins equipped Monster 1200 R. We
had a swap of seats along the way,
and the contrast between the pair is
stark. The KTM seems to be sat much
higher up and have much more
suspension travel to get through
until it does anything useful. I’ve yet
to have a fiddle with it, but I hope
to hook up with Mr McWilliams at
some point soon so that he can point
me in the direction of tightening
everything up for a more attentive
ride on the road – with half an eye to
getting it on track soon, too. If the latter
comes off I’ll also ditch the stock
Dunlop SportSmart II rubber in favour of
something far more sporting.

I’ve used the luggage now, and a
proper piece of kit it is too. Designed
specifically with the Super Duke R in
mind, it saves the need to upgrade to
the new GT if the panniers are
accompanied with a screen of some
sort to go with it. You can’t beat
manufacturer made stuff, and this fits
so well it’s almost as if it’s made for the
job. Some light (ish) speed testing has
seen the bike not suffer from instability
issues, so it’s a two thumbs up all
round from me.

I’m contemplating a trip to KTM’s
home round of MotoGP at the Red Bull

Ring, and with these small changes
made we’re looking at something that’ll
eat up the 800 mile each way trip. The
chance to see the new Austro techno
lump is the carrot at the end of the
journey, but first up I need to get a pass
sorted – and not for the event, that’s
the easy bit… I did the route last year
to get to the start of the Cannonball, so
I know I can get down there in a day –
although that was with fairings and a
tall screen. This may prove to be an
entirely different proposition altogether.
We’ll have to see if I get a pass!

And just this morning I noted again
how fickle the fuel gauge is. With one
bar left and 20 miles showing on the
range I couldn't resist pulling up a
wheelie – a good one, too. By the time
I'd put it down, some time later, I'd got
three bars on the gauge and 110 miles
left on the range. See, wheelies are
good for the planet!

TIME ON TEST:
3 MONTHS

ODOMETER
MILES

BHP: NA
GAIN: NA

NEXT AIM:
NEW TYRES20 56 4

THIS MONTH I HAVE MOSTLY BEEN… "Wondering where it went..."

Price from new: £15,999
Insurance group: 17

It’s like a packet of Opal Fruits (or
Starbursts for da kidz) but in bike form!
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LONGTERMERS

DUCATI MONSTER 1200 RCHARLIE

As I wrote last month it’s been
hard to keep hold of the
Monster 1200 R. The 600 mile

service had been done – as well as a
few trinkets added – so that the bike
returned from Ducati HQ as a thing of
beauty. And all delivered by Cal
Crutchlow’s Dad. As bizarre as that may
have been (it’s Dec’s day job – Ed), so
were the many modifications that were
gained from its short time away.

But my joy of the receipt of this
new prize was once again agonisingly
brief as our Jonny, still smarting from
me pinching 'his' ZX-10R last year,
Kriega’d her up and headed out
with the boys to the NW200, Monster
1200 R underneath him and with
undoubtedly a knowingly smug
grin inside his lid. Git...

The problem on their return was that
the chaps were getting home at 4am on
Monday morning, the same day that I
was booked up for a trackday on
Silverstone’s MotoGP Circuit. Thus a
plan was hatched where I would pick
up the bike at 5am from Fast Bikes
Towers and head up to the home of
motorsport for what was really my first
big solo ride. I arrived to find the Ducati
still warm, fully fuelled and I headed out
on what was a deceptively cold
morning and uninspired start to the day.

The first thing that immediately
grabbed our attention when the 1200 R
came back from Ducati was the
Termignoni full race system that had
replaced the OE pipes. Beej could not
wait to hear the soundtrack and started
her straight away in our unit. I cannot
describe the roar that filled our office at
that moment. It almost shook the
foundations as he twisted the throttle.
Ducatis sound great at the best of
times, but the amplification that this
system brings just shouts power to all
and sundry.

So, as I headed up to Silverstone on
the A420 there was little else on my
mind than the noise restrictions at the
circuit, especially as I had not had the
chance to see whether it would pass
the 102dB ride by mikes – or indeed the
static 105dB limit. I was sure of a ride
for the day though; Ducati is based at
the circuit and I could pop along and
grab baffles – or failing that, beg for
another bike – but I wanted to ride this

one. As it turned out I did, nothing was
said about the levels and I was finally in
a place to ride the 1200 R hard. Well, as
hard as I dare.

The 1200 R was superb. I was one of
only three nakeds riding with a whole
host of RSV4s, R1s, ZX-10Rs and S 1000
RRs, but all in, and in the middle group I
hasten to add, I held my own. Though
lacking on the straights, the 1200 R’s
Brembo M50 brakes were superb and I
found myself out-braking numerous
track focussed machines and grinding
out overtakes heading into the corners.
And I was literally grinding as Beej had
warned the side stand clearance is
questionable and I found it dragged
across the Tarmac far more often than
my knee. But all in this was a fantastic
day and introduction to the Ducati
modified 1200 R.

My enthusiasm for my Silverstone
visit has taken up my page this month
so will come back to you on the other
Ducati added delights. Suffice to say my
ride was one of the prettiest at
Silverstone and people weren’t just
looking at the pipes…
Thanks to: www.silverstone.co.uk
for the awesome tracktime!

TIME ON TEST:
2 MONTHS

ODOMETER
MILES

BHP: NA
GAIN: NA

NEXT AIM:
DYNO20 40 3

THIS MONTH I HAVE MOSTLY BEEN… "In awe, with a slight ringing in my ears..."

I M A G E S : W W W . P I C M A N . C O . U K

C’mon pesky sportsbike,
Chaz coming through!

MotoGP beckons! Or not...

Very, very, very loud...

She sure is pretty!

Price from new: £15,250
Insurance group: 16/17
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LONGTERMERS

SUZUKI GSX-S1000FJONNY

Ifinally did some decent miles this
month,1,031 miles in fact, but you
may not be surprised to learn that I

shared exactly none of those with the
1000F. A trip to the North West 200 road
races was the excuse, and I was given
the Monster 1200 R that features on a
page nearby as my allotment of the
available talent. I was also given the
impression that this represented
something of a short straw, but I
approached it with an open mind.

Even before we’d set off, though,
prejudice began to creep in like a
migraine. But it’s only just occurred to
me that its insanely noisy Termignoni
pipes were akin to a painkilling
prescription that reads ‘stamp on his
toe’, insofar as it does work but only
because it replaces it with something

even more painful. I remain baffled
however (unlike said pipes, ha ha!),
because as far as I got on with the big
red throbber, which was quite far, I
never found anything much wrong with
it that the Termi’s may have been put
there to distract me from. I much
preferred nearly everything about it to
what Beej’s favourite Tuono had to
offer, and to me even the almost-best-
bike-ever Superduke R wasn’t a
slam-dunk improvement in lots of ways
I thought – just some.

They both have pretty impressive
motors but the Superduke R’s is
massive. What an engine, made
road-friendly by a civilised throttle
action and suspension that’s set to
absorb bumps rather than control the
bike after it’s hit them. Fast, fun and
slow bear’ability, but to me it’s all in the
sweet spot at medium. I do rather like
medium (We noticed… Ed).

So with my Superduke R experience
clinging onto the last vestiges of my
recollective powers, I just about found
time to take this spacious Suzuki
streamliner up the road for a pretty
picture that looks like I really have
gone to Yorkshire for some proper tea.
Holy mother of crap – what the actual
heck is going on now? I know it gets
mentioned a lot, but I’ve managed not
to for a while yet it now seems
appropriate; the first tiny bit of throttle
take-up makes it seem like you’ve
boarded Virgin Galactic, not a
muscular commutey sporty touring
type thing.

On the road it can make devastating
progress using a few scant degrees of

the twist grip’s rotation so I can’t help
but think they could spread that
performance out a bit, but everything
about the bike now felt badly calibrated
or plain out of adjustment, which may
not be surprising given the Gucci kit I’ve
done hundreds of miles on.

The newly-sprung fork was harsh
even at motorway speeds, cruising with
the traffic flow was like holding the
leash of an untrained dangerous dog in
a playground, and even the novelty of
the mostly-slick quickshifter failed to
take my mind off how mentally
exhausting it was.

The only saviour was that after all
the nakedness I now appreciate just
how much wind protection the
GSX-S’s bodywork and MRA screen
have to offer, which is more than I
thought – but less than you’d be
forgiven for thinking.

With the mods and bits of bob that
BJ has been bombarding us with, I’d
been imagining that we’d turn the F
into a super sporty tourer, but with
only a couple of months remaining
we’re stuck with it being good, but not
brilliant at most things. Hopefully the
(rear) spring is just around the corner,
though, to sort the front-rear
mismatch, and the fuel map that gets
done when the downpipes are fitted
will have to do something to mitigate
the unfriendly throttle response – or I’ll
just feel like we’ve made a good bike
worse. As it is at the moment I don’t
fancy doing thirty-one miles on it never
mind a thousand and thirty one, but
come back next month and ask me the
same question…

TIME ON TEST:
10 MONTHS

ODOMETER
MILES

BHP: 140
GAIN: 3HP

NEXT AIM:
REAR SPRING10 48 2

THIS MONTH I HAVE MOSTLY BEEN… “Putting in the miles. But not on this...”

Price from new: £9,999
Insurance group: 15

Modifications Price
Yoshimura R11-ST exhaust £499.99
R&G aero crash protectors £67.99
R&G bar end sliders £26.49
R&G fork protectors £32.99
R&G mirror risers £12.99
Yoshimura tail tidy £108.00
Dynojet PCV £334.98
Dynojet PCV quickshifter £192.00
Hyperpro fork spring kit £123.00
Yoshimura axle block kit £58.00
Yoshimura steering stem nut£28.00
Yoshimura race stand
stopper kit £27.00
Bridgestone T30 £200.00
RUNNING TOTAL £1,414.94

Tall man – tall screen!
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A precariously
upright machine, if
ever we saw one...

Many miles, just
not on the Suzzy...
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THE AGONY AND THE ECSTASY
When Luis Salom was so sadly killed

during Moto2’s Friday practice

session at Catalunya’s MotoGP

round, few could have perceived

through the stark grief of the loss,

that it was going to set rider against

rider not 24 hours later.

In what seems ever more like a

freak accident, Luis lost his life on

the fast and off-camber, downhill

penultimate right turn. As a result of

this, a group of riders who form the

safety committee went and had a

look at the corner, and by the time

they fired up for practice the

following day, the track had altered

– now using the slower, and safer,

Formula 1 chicanes.
But the new layout appeared to

favour the Hondas over the

Yamahas, and when asked about

this, both Jorge Lorenzo and

Valentino Rossi lamented the fact

the decision was made without

them – mainly because they weren’t

at the commission. In fact, neither

has been for a very long time...

Their comments drew derided and

quite surprising responses from

some of their peers, mostly notably

Bradley Smith, Cal Crutchlow and Pol

Espargaro, who didn’t hold back in

slamming Rossi for never attending.

Their response essentially boiled

down to – you’re never there, so

have no right to complain.

Both Yamaha riders had admitted

they didn’t attend, Lorenzo because

he was debriefing and Rossi because

he was ‘busy’...
Their rivals’ ire comes from the

fact that Valentino has been ‘busy’

ever since the Sepang incident,

and Lorenzo’s absence from long

before even that. The same dozen or

so riders always turn up, including

Marc Marquez who had a heated

debate with Lorenzo over the matter,

and came out of that particular

conference smelling of roses.

But why have neither attended?

For Lorenzo, it’s something that

harks back a few years when he

was repeatedly ignored on what he

considered safety matters, so he

no longer bothers. For Rossi, it’s

because of the fact he came out of

Sepang last year with a penalty.

So, in both cases it’s mild petulance,

mixed with a dash of hubris and a

smattering of self-importance.

It’s these reasons for their absence

that so incensed those who do

turn up every weekend. It was a

nasty, poorly timed situation born

initially out of tragedy, but which

quickly got personal.
The bigger surprise was to see

some angry enough to happily

hammer the sport’s biggest star and

the current world champion. We

wonder whether or not the next

committee meeting will be attended

by all riders?
The furore set an already ugly

tone even uglier, but then Rossi won

the race and all the fans forgot the

off-track drama and were able to

both bask in his magnificent

performance, the handshake with

Marquez, and to turn their minds to

the only thing that really mattered

from that weekend – remembering

Luis Salom. RIP, Mexicano…
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Luis Salom’s death sent a shudder
across the racing world...



Triumph and tragedy –
racing in a nutshell...
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RACING LINES
Badda Bing, Badda Win!
Ayrton Badavini, remember him?
The wee Italian who’s 2015 ride
disappeared down the poop chute
before the season even began has
finally clambered on the top step of
the rostrum. Ayrton won a soaked
Supersport race in Sepang on his
Honda, with Britain’s Gino Rea and
local hero Khairuddin also on the
box. A cracking race for sure – good
for you, Ayrton!

While The Sun’s Away…
…Nicky Hayden made hay! Yup,
finally after ten long years of
essentially making up the numbers,
former MotoGP champion Hayden
took his debut WSB win, also at a
sopping Sepang. OK, the chances of
repeating it in the dry will be few
and far between, but the man’s a

fan’s favourite and seeing him win
again was fantastic. Just desserts
for the years of service, we say. He
joins an illustrious group of those to
win both GP and WSB races, well
done you!

Haslam By A Nose!
Leon Haslam became the only
man to win more than one race in
BSB 2016 at Brands Hatch, but only
just! He stole the win from a
bewildered, devastated (and angry!)
team-mate James Ellison by a
gnat’s cock in the first race. It was
actually a very impressive
performance from Leon after a
mixed start to his BSB rebirth,
but by the end of the day he was
leading the series so for the
moment, we’d say he’s doing alright
to be fair!

Kent Quite Nail It
Moto3 champion Danny Kent isn’t
having the best re-introduction to
Moto2 this year, even though
through testing and the first couple
of rounds things looked pretty
chipper. Since then, however, it’s
not gone to plan and it’s been
horrible watching him struggle. He’s
a local boy to us, but also a lovely
bloke and clearly has bags of talent.
We’d like to think he can sort it
soon – c’mon Danny!

Bridewell Wakes Up
Another local to lad to us, Tommy
Bridewell, seems to have finally
woken up by taking his first BSB
podium of the year at Brands Hatch
on his ageing Suzuki GSX-R. It was
great to see, especially as team-
mate Ryuichi Kiyonari had broken

collarbone’d himself out of action in
practice.What we really want for
Tommy is some consistency
team-wise, especially with a new
GSX-R on the cards, then we’ll really
see what he’s capable of.

RIP Boys...
As if losing Luis Salom wasn’t
heartbreak enough, and following
the terrible loss of Malachi
Mitchell-Thomas at the North West
200, it’s with a heavy heart we
wave goodbye to two more half
way through the TT. Paul Shoesmith
passed away during practice,
leaving the paddock short of one of
its most beloved sons. Australian
Dwight Beare also passed after an
accident in his sidecar during the
first race, though his passenger
remains stable. RIP lads...

It’s taken six rather mixed races, but
Shane Byrne finally put his Ducati
Panigale R on the top step of the
podium, by winning the second race at
Brands Hatch. In what’s been a fairly
topsy-turvy season thus far, Shane’s
time on the Ducati has been the
epitome of a roller-coaster ride – right
up, then right down, and right up again.
There have always been doubts as to
how well the Panigale would suit British
circuits, seeing as the engine’s
architecture theoretically shouldn’t suit
a lot of them, being peaky for a twin.
Even on the world stage with full factory
support, it’s taken them a couple of
seasons to get it flying, and even then
not every weekend. In WSB it no longer
holds any engine advantage despite
the increased capacity over the
four-cylinder brigade. It’s taken
some huge amount of fiddling about
to get the thing firing out of turns

as well as the fours, an advantage
Ducati held previously for decades
before power figures went bananas,
forcing Ducati’s hand to go rev-hunting.

It does beg the question as to
whether or not the big twin is long for
this world, at least in racing form, when
it takes so much effort to allow it to
compete. Ducati has already built one
V4, the Desmosedici, and there’s no
reason the factory can’t build something
similar in enough numbers to compete
in racing circles – you know every single
one made will sell out… Ducati has

always said the L-twin
configuration is its staple

for the road, and seeing
as the bigger Panigale is

now too large for
racing there’s no

reason to change
that. But, again,
a limited run V4

would allow the Italians to compete on a
more level playing field immediately. It’s
not beyond the realms of possibility that
Ducati will take this route in the future.

For the moment though, it’s all about
tailoring the Panigale to suit whichever
environment it’s competing in. For
Shakey, while things looked good at
Silverstone’s opening round, the
following at Oulton Park was a bit of a
disaster for a multiple champion. That he
came back so strongly at Brands Hatch
was admirable, and evidence that Ducati
and the team are starting to get it to
click in BSB specification. Shane was the
fifth different winner from six races, also
proving that BSB is rather competitive
again this season.

BSB: SHAKEY AND DUCATI – AT LAST!

It’s mine, all mine!

Shakey delivers Ducati’s
first BSB win for six years...
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RATE A RACE

PIT PASS

Pit Shadow
MOLE: AND SO IT ROLLS ON...

BSB – Brands Hatch Race 1 – 10/10:
Utterly enthralling and fantastic action, bashed fairings, surprises, drama and victory
snatched by a whisker, you’ll see few better!

MotoGP – Mugello – 9/10:
A slow burner, as inevitability crept up on us closer and closer until the final two laps,
when it went nuclear! Second closest MotoGP finish in history!

WSB – Donington Race 1 & 2 – 8/10:
Astonishing performance from one man, flooring all before him, to continue an amazing
record at Donny – a masterclass…

I am absolutely blown away this month, and yet again, it’s
partly down to Valentino Rossi, but mostly (some of) his
fans. First of all was the whole bodyguards for Jorge
Lorenzo and Marc Marquez at Mugello debacle. Here’s the
truth of it – if there weren’t so many crazies out there
glibly throwing out death threats and/or promises of
violence to either of them any time they remember Rossi
didn’t win last year’s championship, this kind of lunacy
wouldn’t have happened. Dorna was so concerned about
their safety in Italy they genuinely thought they would be
necessary. The two Spaniards looked pretty bemused by
the entire affair; they certainly didn’t ask for (or want)
minders there. Thankfully, protection wasn’t needed.

But the fact that anybody thought this was necessary in
the first place is really sad, I’m still devastated it’s crept
into the sport. Yes, we’ve had similar instances in the past,
Mick Doohan being pelted with rocks at Jerez springs to
mind, but those were isolated incidents that blew over
pretty quickly. Not these days, though. The era of the
internet and, more pertinently, the angry internet imbecile.
Like anything else, things are always ruined by a few utter
idiots. The booing goes on, too, in every country MotoGP
visits. The majority of it is good-natured in a Panto type
fashion, fair enough, but a significant amount isn’t and
this, coupled with all the internet threats and general anti
Lorenzo/Marquez diatribe, is what causes such concern
for all involved. Poor Jorge, he had literally nothing to do
with any of the guff from last year but still gets the grief.

But there was a chance for Rossi to snuff this out prior
to Mugello, when he was asked his thoughts on these
‘fans’. His response was very measured, neither
condemning nor condoning, but merely saying respect
was due to all riders. He also said he didn’t understand the
internet and its ways. Well, Vale, I’ll gladly call bullshit on
that one – of course you bloody do. He went to great
lengths to rally his troops around the globe at the end of
last year and start of this, and whenever he spoke his fans
drank it all in, the fervour rising further and further until it
reached epic proportions. He is the master at this kind of
thing – he knew exactly what he was doing. And so, when
he was asked that question, he could have stamped down
on it and through his power could have stopped a lot of it.
But he didn’t, he remained coy, the master at work once
again, playing the game just as he likes it. I may not enjoy
what spins around him sometimes, but will always admire
the man’s conviction. He’s got the world on a string still,
that’s for sure. Enough that, apparently, Mugello was a shit
race according to some. Er, not from where anyone else
was! Many people turned the TV off when he retired,
therefore missing a great battle and an ultra tight finish.
What will these folks do when Rossi retires, give up
watching racing altogether? That’s almost as sad as all the
booing! Oh, lastly, little tip on that one – the more
everyone boos Lorenzo and Marquez, the more they will
want to beat Vale, making the deplorable behaviour
counter-productive. Just sayin’…

OPEN THE TT FLOODGATES!
By the time you read this, we’ll know just
how two of the most interesting
machines to participate in the Isle of
Man TT have got on. As we write it’s
practice week, and both the Padgett’s
RC213V-S and Suter MMX500 have been
ripping up the public roads, wowing
spectators with their distinctive wails.
And in Padgett’s case, with Beardless
Bruce Anstey aboard, doing rather well
– before his crash. We spoke to Clive
Padgett just before he left for the island,
and he was adamant that they were
going to see how it went on the
£140,000 Honda special before deciding
on whether or not to actually race it.
Clive’s spent a small fortune both buying
and modifying the bike, with no testing
whatsoever, and despite the obvious
pedigree it’s a big gamble. When he has
a proven FireBlade next to him, too, it

would be no shame to use this year as a
test session for next. But what if Bruce
wins the Senior? And what if the Suter
does really well too? Could this start an
arms race in road racing? If Bruce even
threatens to smash all before him on an
RCV, others will want one. Additionally,
racers may start looking at ever more
exotic and expensive machines, even
manufacturers may want in with their
more GP style offerings. Things could get
serious pretty fast. As spectators, this
would be incredible for all of us to
behold, although with speeds already
hitting near insane levels, the costs
would rise beyond all measure of what
the road racing fraternity has been used
to in recent decades. Well worth keeping
an eye on, this one…

Mugello – required viewing!
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Poor old Crescent. The team has been
put through the mill over the last
few years racing the ageing Suzuki

GSX-R. To be fair, they did a good job, even
bagging a victory with Eugene Laverty, but
the luck didn’t last. And then they switched
electronics early last season, which didn’t
appear to go to plan, leaving riders and the
team frustrated for the remainder of 2015.

Come 2016, however, things were looking
up. A new venture in partnership with
Yamaha on a proper factory backed effort
campaigning the still new R1, with an
ex-champion and a young spunker still
champing at the bit, sounded like the real

deal. And, also, a chance to drag themselves
back into being genuine contenders.

If only, it would seem, as bad luck mingled
with teething troubles on the R1 has struck,
leaving both full-time riders injured at a
crucial point of the season. For Donington,
the team had to bring in outside help in the
form of MotoAmerica champion Cameron
Beaubier, who did rather well for a first
outing. After Donny the team went
testing in Misano, which is where we
caught up with boss Paul Denning to
chat about the year thus far, and why
they often seem unable to catch a break.
So, Paul, how did testing go?

E D G E H A

IF THEY DIDN’T HAVE

BAD LUCK………
lld

Crescent’s Alex Lowes and
Sylvain Guintoli – pre injury...
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RACE FEATURE

“Good, considering we had a rider who
has never ridden the bike before, and Alex
has only got one arm at the moment. Yeah, it
went pretty well, thank you! We got through
a lot of good stuff with the electronic control
strategy particularly, which the Yamaha
factory is getting more and more involved in,
and also helping by taking us in a more
MotoGP direction with the traction-control
and so on, plus some other bits and bobs
which will help. All things considered, we
can be happy with the test.”
And that rider was Niccolo Canepa?
“Niccolo was very impressive actually, the

information he gave was very thorough and
precise. He has a lot of experience in
MotoGP, particularly on Ducatis and also on
superbikes. He’s very intelligent and quite
underrated I think.”
When will Sylvain Guintoli be back in

action? His crash at Imola looked
tremendously dramatic!
“Sylvain will be back for Misano, that’s his

target subject bar any medical problems, but
he should be there. You sometimes get this
with guys who don’t tend to crash, that when
they do it’s pretty spectacular. He had a real
Jorge Lorenzo circa 2008/09 big highside at
Imola, a proper job!”
Your stand-in for Donny, Cameron

Beaubier, impressed we thought. What was
your take on his performance?
“He was really flawless actually apart from

one thing, the race one mistake at the end of
the first lap. That very much spoiled his
weekend in a way, as he knew he couldn’t
afford to crash in the second race. You just
can’t crash in both races of your first big
world championship event, so he was a bit
conservative. With the weekend schedule as
it is now in WSB, with two hour long
sessions on the Friday, it’s really difficult to
do long runs and build a good setting. That
first race on Saturday was his first long run,
basically. If he had done the same
performance as his second race, but in the
first one, I think he’d of been much further
up the order on Sunday.”

So, food for thought for the future?
“He’s an intelligent kid, and very

determined. Ben Spies is a big supporter of
him and reminds me of Ben a lot. He’s got
the same quiet understated determination.
The bike is different from his in America, as
are the tyres, the tracks, everything. I thought
he acquitted himself very well.”
And as he found out, there really aren’t

any slow guys in WSB, the depth of field is a
lot greater than he’s used to in MotoAmerica?
“True, If you look as the results at

Donington Park (Markus) Reiterberger is the
German IDM champion from last year and he
finished fifth so far this year at some WSB
races. At Donny he didn’t score a point. In
WSB you have to be bang on it to be
anywhere close to the pace.”
And, of course, with the level being much

higher on the world stage, being a national
champion doesn’t always guarantee
immediate success?
“No, it doesn’t, we’ve seen that very

clearly recently and in recent years, which
doesn’t really need expanding on. But WSB
in general has taken a big step forward this
year in terms of media interest, crowd

attendance and general interest. I hope that
will generate a lot more respect for the guys
up front. I think an eighth placed guy in
MotoGP is for some reason viewed as a
superior rider to anyone in the top three of
WSB, which is absolutely not the case. Look
at the top Moto2 rookies slated to move
straight into MotoGP, like Alex Rins for
example. Compare them to what someone
like Chaz Davies could achieve, it’d be
nowhere near a good as Chaz would perform
on the same bike, I’ll tell you that right now,
with all due respect to the top riders. But,
fingers crossed the profile will keep building,
the strength in depth this year is huge and
hopefully it’ll keep growing that way.”
The new timetable isn’t ideal though, we

hear. Not in a set-up sense?
“No, it isn’t. The compromise in the

schedule now is that if you miss something
on Friday mechanically, or through a crash,
or lack of set-up, then you’re not ready for
the first race, full stop. You’ve only got a
15-minute warm-up, then qualifying, then
you’re racing. Compared to how it was, it’s
really tough. For us with a new bike in the

series it’s doubly as difficult as

Nearly launch time for
Guintoli at Imola...
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you have no reference with the data, so our
first race is a bit of a warm-up for the second
one. But they had to do something, and the
TV figures are through the roof now,
especially on a Saturday. That will help grow
the commercial side and crowd attendances
which, despite a lot of negativity about it
especially in the UK, have been up
significantly. I think Donington had double
the number of people last year so the efforts
making it a more interactive event are
working. It's about balance, you won't please
all of the people all of the time.”
Would a third practice session help?
“Yeah, I’ve actually asked whether they’ll

consider three 40-minute sessions rather than
two hour-long ones. The problem is the
contracts are done with the circuits at such
an early stage, who then fill the schedule
with support races – which brings them
revenue – that it can’t be changed overnight.
But maybe it could evolve for the future.”
Looking from the outside, it seems that if

Crescent didn’t have bad luck, you wouldn’t
have any at all. Josh Brookes and his team
took a while to get the R1 singing last year in
BSB, is that where you guys are at right now?
“I would say so, yes, but at a much higher

level of competition than BSB in a far more
complex series regulations-wise to make the
bike work. The way the Yamaha R1 works
naturally, with its power delivery and how it
makes natural grip, is very well suited to a
series without electronic controls. Obviously
the team and rider did a great job in the
series last year with the R1, which is fine.
But it doesn’t matter where you race, it’s who
you have to race against that makes the big
differences. If you don’t have to race Jonny
Rea and Tom Sykes on factory Kawasakis,
which have been developed directly by Japan
over a number of years, or Chaz Davies on a
factory Ducati with full back up from their
MotoGP engineers, it’s a completely different
ballgame. Take a few elements out of WSB,
and suddenly we look a lot more competitive.
In principal though, the biggest thing we
need is time to understand what’s needed to

move forward, time for the Yamaha Europe
engineers to get things working, and time for
the Yamaha Japan relationship to blossom
– although that’s really starting to work well
right now. It’s just unfortunate timing, right
when we were moving forward after making
big steps, we haven’t got our two top quality
riders able to show exactly where we are
because they’re injured.”
Actually, was it that connection with

Yamaha Japan that made the swap from
Suzuki so attractive despite a new bike
coming? It took us all by surprise!
“Obviously the old Suzuki was what it

was, and the new bike will be a step in
the right direction. But the point
isn’t the technical base of the
bike, rather the willingness of the
manufacturer to win in WSB,
and to prioritise it. However
good you are as a privateer
team, no matter how good you
are with your race,
development, test and
logistics team all wrapped into
one, you simply don’t have the
resources to match what the
factories are doing. That’s
the fundamental difference,
and the point which makes
the Yamaha WSB
partnership far more
attractive with Yamaha as a
company. Their global target is
to win, be that in sales or

CAMERON BEAUBIER
IN AT THE DEEP END…
So then, chap, when did you find out you’d be racing WSB,
and how’s it going thus far?
Pretty much at the last MotoAmerica race at VIR! I knew Guintoli was hurt, though not how bad
it was, and Yamaha put this together at the last minute for me to come over. I’m pretty thankful
for that, and it’s a cool opportunity for me to fill in for him, but of course I want him to get better
pretty quick too!

I’ve been getting on well with the team, I seem to be fitting in OK, everyone has been really
nice and has welcomed me here. I’ve only ridden Donington once back in 2009 on a 125cc race
bike, so at least I know which direction it goes in, but it’s a lot different on a big bike that’s for
sure! I had to relearn it in practice. It’s definitely been tough coming into the WSB paddock with
some of the best superbike riders in the world to race against though – nobody is slow.

You’ve got a good pedigree though, we know Josh Hayes and you don’t beat
that guy in his backyard without being really fast already!
So,WSB for you in the future?
Yeah, definitely, I want to be on the world stage and WSB would fit me really good. At home in
America, Josh is a really good rider and a team-mate, we have some strong riders at home but
not the same depth as here. The top four guys are really fast I feel, but after that it thins out a
bit. Not here! In the USA there’s also a big gap in machinery too, it’s a lot closer over here. But I
need to keep it in the back of my head that my main
job is back home, we’ve got a race next week in
Wisconsin, so it’s a busy month.

How’s the WSB bike compared
to your version?
There are some big differences, but it’s good. The
biggest thing that I thought would be an easier
transition would be the Pirelli tyres from our Dunlops.
The front has a ton of grip and is a little softer in the
rear carcass, so it squirms around a bit more. That’s
different for me, so in the first session I was
struggling a bit. Then there’s the over-sized forks and
the big clamps, as we use the standard stuff in
MotoAmerica, and that makes the bike more rigid.
Other than that, it’s an awesome bike, a great track,
and maybe you’ll see me here in WSB next year!

offer of free Pata crisps
caused a stampe e...

Cam’s the man!



racing across all classes like BSB, WSB,
MotoGP and Endurance, and other disciplines
such as off-road. The resources are there and
their passion to win is strong.”

And, of course, you did pretty much all the
development on the Suzuki yourselves?

“Yeah, we had good support from Suzuki,
but in terms of development our agreement
from the start was some support from them
but otherwise we were on our own. They
didn’t do anything wrong, that’s just how it
was. They helped where they could, but then
we were very happy to do it and have no
complaints at all about it. They concentrated
on their MotoGP project, that’s fair enough.”

And you could very well have riders
fighting for one of the most alluring seats in
the paddock in the future?

“Very much so, the other riders aren’t
stupid, they can see the potential in the bike.
They also know the level of Alex and Sylvain,
and know how hard it is to ride with injury
and new bike teething problems. But look at
Tom Sykes, he’s been with Kawasaki since
2010 and while I don’t know the results off
hand, I’m not sure he finished in the top ten
of the championship back then with the old
ZX-10R. Kawasaki then improved the bike
dramatically, the structure of the team and
factory involvement. Bit by bit, they
improved the situation, changed it entirely.
The good part of the Yamaha project is we
are not in a difficult situation, our bike
already has massive potential, the
improvements will come from the team’s
relationship with Yamaha progressing,
learning to get the best from the factory
support, and so on. As the bike improves,
and the rider’s confidence improves, they
become accustomed to fighting for the top
places, rather than celebrating a top placing.
It’s a step-by-step process and the
competition is too good to expect to click
your fingers and be there. That being said,
we’re a race team so we hoped to turn up to
round one at Phillip Island and win, that was
the target. Which was fine, but to build a
consistent challenge over the course of a
season, everything has to be right and we’re
working towards that.”

And expectations point to Alex in
particular, when everything clicks into place,
to bring success to Yamaha?

“We think the same too, because looking
at Jonny or Chaz and their years in the series
before they really started to click, it shows
that building experience and knowledge at
how to compete at this level is crucial. The
potential is there with Alex, and Sylvain of
course, to be at the top every weekend.”

So then, Yamaha factory boys for now?
“The deal with Yamaha is for three years

and we hope it develops into a long term
relationship to continue the partnership. We
were with Suzuki for 20 years, but we have a
good feeling with the Yamaha people already.
Yamaha want to challenge Honda in every
segment, whether in racing or sales, that’s
the way I see it, but they want to do it in a
more emotional and human way.”

And you’re still enjoying the WSB
paddock? It’s always struck us as a much
nicer work environment than MotoGP, less
pressure at least?

“I think you’re right. The commercial
pressure in MotoGP and the politics are at a
completely different level. While it was great
to work with a big manufacturer there in GP,
and it’s the pinnacle of the sport, for me
personally there’s a nicer balance in WSB.
Others may have a different view, but you’re
still racing a credible, global series at many of
the world’s most iconic race tracks and it
feels like a real sport. I can go to another
team’s rider on the grid, about a safety
matter or something like that, and speak to
them with no politics involved. It’s very
open. The boys basically beat the crap out of
each other on the race track, but treat each
other with a bit of humanity off the track,
and so do the teams. That being said, I think
WSB could do with a tiny bit more villainy
and intrigue which will pick the ratings up
even further. If Jonny and Tom have a big fist
fight at a corner under a pile
of Kawasakis at some point,
that may help, but that kind of
thing has happened in the past
and it does help to charge
things up a bit more!”

To be honest, Paul, that
scenario never seems like
something that's ever too far
away from happening between
those two recently!

“Ha, exactly! When it’s your
team-mate it’s already always
a bit more edgy, We’re a new
project here and nobody is
expecting us to win right
away. But at the third round of
2016 Alex qualified on the
front row in third place at
Aragon and when he came
into parc ferme he saw Sylvain
was in second, his face was
like thunder! They’re all the
same, no different between

team-mates. On any other day he'd be happy,
but he wasn’t because Guinters was second,
and it would have been exactly the same it if
had been the other way around! It’s just how
it works!” he concluded.

While on the face of things the team’s luck
hasn’t changed much, the truth is that as
soon as their boys are fully fighting fit they’re
not that far off. The R1 has already proven
itself at domestic level and it’s surely only a
matter of time before the results start coming.
When they do, top riders will be banging at
Paul’s door for a future ride, we’ve no doubt
of that at all. Hope you’ve got some sturdy
locks on that door, buddy!

RACE FEATURE

The burger van is over
that way dude...

Looking crisp, Guinters!

There’s no doubt Lowes’ career is on the up...
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I’m racing for Monster Energy DRT Kawasaki this
season, back on Kawasaki once again for the British
and World championships. I had a crash at the British

championship at the second round, so I’ve been dealing
with damage to the meniscus in my knee from that. I had
to take four weeks off riding and only rode for the first
time last week to practice, otherwise I’d just be going
from race to race taping it up and doing what I can. It is
improving now, although it’s taken a while, but that it’s
getting better is a massive plus.
I was Team Green when I was young, from the age of

nine until about sixteen, then I went away from them for
a bit. But it’s nice to be back with them, to be a part of it.
As a kid when you get supported by someone like that,
the same as professionals do, it’s a lovely feeling.
My crash at Canada Heights wasn’t though! I’d won

the first round, both races, but at round two I came in a
bit hot, caught the fence and then got run over a couple
of times! Somehow my knee got twisted, but as I said, it’s
healing up so time to move forward from that.
It’s very difficult with motocross trying to train when

injured in between races. With some stuff, like road
racing, you can get away with it. But with us everyone is
bang on it training two or three times during the week
between events. If it’s a back-to-back race, you may only
get to ride once or twice, but you still need that practice
to stay on it. You have to stay sharp, so being able to ride
makes a massive difference going into the weekend.
Being over a month since being able to train, going

riding the other day makes me feel a lot better for the
next race. It’s great riding at last, otherwise you’re just

limping around all week, going to the physio, which
doesn’t give you any confidence to go racing.
You find yourself staying out of trouble a bit, not

wanting to hurt my leg any more, but sometimes you can
accidentally make it worse by trying not to! But we’re on
the mend and it’s time to get going again.
Given the injury, I’ve got to be realistic despite the

small blip. Everybody gets injured in the sport, it’s all
part of it. Now I just want to win the British
championship; I’ve won three races so far and had a
couple of second places. We’ve also got the British Grand
Prix coming, and my aim is to get on the podium, build
some solid results and build my confidence further. But
it’s definitely the British series I want to win, so long as I
can stay injury free from now on!

BRITISH SUPERSPORT
MONSTER ENERGY DRT KAWASAKI

Tommy
Searle

We’ve not seen a
beard that well

manicured for years...

Roost!
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Lights out, clutch dropped, throttle pinned. My start
into Redgate wasn’t half bad, slotting into second
behind Super Series 600 race leader Andrew

Fisher. I felt good, the bike felt great and I had visions of
bagging a pretty decent result in the Elite 600 class. That
was until we got to Craner. They say you’re either in the
Craner club or you’re going to be. Well, I am now…
Without a clue of what was happening, the rear of my

bike came all the way round and low-sided me off at a
right rate knots into that green, lush and surprisingly
painfully firm ground on the edge of the track. At first I
thought it was going to be a pretty smooth crash, but a
whack to the back of my head soon changed that
impression. I’m not into self-harming, but I’ve done a
fair bit of it already this season. As for my bike, well,
things could have been worse...
Heading over to round three of the No Limits Racing

series at Donington was a pretty exciting time.

Dangerous
Brod Wilson
Round three completed, Brod’s focus is fixed on nailing the
second half of the season – despite the odd setback...
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Brod – pre off!

Sorrymate, I smashed these too...

My mechanic Neil and friend Bob Tarr of AVR
Paint Services had been working flat out to get
my ZX-6R looking absolutely mint. And it did.
We even had fancy neons affixed for the rain
light – racing doesn’t get much more fancy
than that, does it?
As with Snetterton, I’d not been able to

make the test day earlier that week, which set
me off on the back foot, but I was hoping to
pull things back by competing once more in
both the 600 Cup and 600 Super Series
classes. That promised plenty of track time
throughout the weekend. My brother Bruce
was back racing too, for team Sorrymate.com
in the weekend’s six-hour endurance race;
also racing on a Kwacker, meaning we could
share information.
It was an exciting time and things started

off well when I qualified third in the Super
Series. Just before the round we’d had the
bike’s suzzies over to JWR Suspension and
it had never felt so good. I’d struggled for
feel at the front all season, but now I could
tell exactly what was going on and it
showed in my results. Well, it would have
done. I could have really done without
Craner. I’m not usually a crasher, but this
season’s been unreal. I was gutted to see the
state of my bike after the off, with its
fairings all smashed and dint in the tank.
Like I said, it could have been much worse,
but I felt so gutted for those who’d pitched
in to get the bike looking and riding so well.
I guess crashing’s a reality for racers. It

comes with the territory of pushing a bike’s
limits, which is what I’ve been trying to do.
In truth, I’m still so new to road racing that
it’s sometimes hard to tell what’s right and
what’s wrong. You switch your tyre warmers
on for an hour or so and expect your rubber
to be ready to race, but mine clearly weren’t
and I pushed them too hard on that opening

You’d have to go a long way to find a nicer
looking, better performing and sexier sounding
exhaust system than the TBR Black Series
bolted on my ZX-6R. With titanium headers
and a super stubby titanium end can, finished
off with a blackened magnesium tip, there’s no
surprise this system weighs in at just 4kg.
We’ve seen a 3bhp improvement in output,
compared to the race system we took off, and
that’s despite fitting a baffle to quieten the
noise down to 104db. The system was really
easy to fit and comes with all the instructions
and components needed to mount it. This full
system is priced at £1,045, with all other
options listed on www.twobrosracing.co.uk

BOLTED ON THE BIKE:
TWO BROTHERS RACING
BLACK SERIES FULL
RACE SYSTEM

lap. I got what was coming for me and I’ll
learn from that. I’m just glad I didn’t take
anyone else down with me.
It was a pretty harsh journey back to the

pits where my team quickly figured out what
was damaged. The R&G crash protection had
done a great job of saving the bike, but the
fairings and tank were useless. I didn’t have
any spares, and after some desperate and
fruitless phone calls to buy what was needed,
it looked to be the end of the weekend’s
racing. Still, at least I had my brother to
cheer on in the endurance. It was Bruce’s
first race of the year, but that hadn’t stopped
him from qualifying the team in third. I wish
I’d of been out there with him, reliving the
good times we had last year. After a pretty
exciting race, him and his team ended up
second in the ACU National 600 class, which
was an awesome result. Better still, a
post-race chat with Bruce’s old Sorrymate.
com sponsor and the owner of the bike he
was racing, Fergus Dalgarno, secured me the
loan of his ZX-6R tank and fairings. I couldn’t
believe my luck or Fergus’ generosity – we
were off racing again! Thanks Fergus!
After a long, long night changing bits over

and getting the bike sorted out, the Kwacker
was finally ready to race. Starting 38th in the
600 Cup race, it took me the best half of the
race to get clear of scrapping riders and bag a
bit of clear space. The leaders were gone by
this point, but I managed to get back to 11th
and set the fifth fastest time in the process –
denoting my starting grip for the next race. I
was happy with that, and after getting up to
fourth in the following Super Series race I
was beginning to think things were looking
up. But they weren’t…
Having run a bit of a funny line to pass a

1,000cc rider in the Super Series I ended up
losing the front into Coppice and tasting the
gravel once more. The bike was fine, so was
I, but I’d had enough. A second trip back to
the scrutineering bay rounded off another
harsh weekend. We packed the van and
headed for home. The great thing about
being at the bottom is knowing things can

only get better, which I know they will. But I
also know I’m going to have to change my
riding and up my game. The championships
have well and truly bolted from my grasp,
but there’s nothing stopping me from getting
back out there and having an awesome
second half to the season. I just need to
refocus, work hard and get back on form.
Watch this space.
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Al Fagan
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The build-up to the TT – and probably the most
important two weeks of my life – didn’t exactly go
to plan. A very poorly son and three weeks in

intensive care scuppered vital preparation, although I was
confident on my circuit knowledge without being overly
confident, if you know what I mean. And he didn't die,
which is always a good thing, meaning I could race at the
world’s bestest motorsport event in the world, ever!
A lack of pre-TT testing wasn’t the end of the world as

I’ve helped develop JHS Racing’s Supertwins over the
years. That said, the Mountain Course is unlike any other
track in the world. I was still clocking onboard laps at
every opportunity, and still am as I write this after our
very first practice session.
Plenty of friends were asking if I was nervous, but it

was only driving up to the ferry terminal in Heysham and
following the horde of race trucks and TT pilgrims that
reality started to sink in. There was a sudden
apprehension and rush of emotions I’d never previously
experienced. On arrival, it was a case of settling in, signing
on, attending the newcomers’ briefing and getting riding
kit checked by scrutineers. Banter took the edge off things.
Saturday evening’s schedule started with our

newcomers’ lap; a ‘speed controlled’ lap behind Milky
Quayle, Jonny Barton or Bruce Anstey depending on
machine size. Being a Lightweight entrant (the bike, not
me), I joined two others behind Barton who was riding
an ER-6 Supertwin. Again, the nerves weren’t too bad,
although I knew this would change before heading out
unattended for the first time.
But, fuck me, I wasn’t expecting the initial charge

down Bray Hill. That feeling is almost impossible to put

into words. It felt naughty, very illegal, but that vanished
by Union Mills and I was strangely enjoying getting
peppered by stones from the riders in front. My fairing,
lid and upper body said otherwise, however.
After settling in and relaxing slightly, I was trying to

concentrate on lines and track position. Having spent the
past six months intensely learning the place, nothing can
prepare you for using the entire road, crossing white lines
and brushing walls and hedges; the sense of speed is
drastically heightened and those previously well-defined
reference points transformed into a blurry muddle.
And there’s nothing that can prepare you for the

bumps of Ginger Hall to Ramsey. You hear people bang
on about the old adage every year, and I certainly took it
for granted. My bike was literally tying itself in knots,
chassis warping under protest, ’bars slapping from side to
side, my botty was getting pummelled and full throttle
seemed impossible. And this was only my first lap.
On returning to the pits, that release, that buzz, was

indescribable. After several ecstasy-filled fist pumps and
man hugs, we had a planned two hours of track time,
so brimmed the tank and headed straight out into
the unknown – on my own.
Being honest, that first lap utterly fried my brain.

The whole experience was so surreal, it was almost
like being in a computer game. The mental exertion
required is unexplainable, constantly having to
remind myself what was coming next. Even a momentary
millisecond of switching off can have disastrously
catastrophic consequences.
My little Supertwin felt like a Superbike, rolling the

throttle in places that should be taken flat on the 650, but

Fags looking every bit the
proper TT racer already!

Pic: Peter Faragher



ISLE OF MAN TT
TEAM JHS RACING

it’s all too easy to get over-exuberant at any
point. Most of the 37 and ¾ miles is blind, so
slowly working out where to push, how much
road to use and where to show caution will
understandably take time. Well, years in fact.
Of the entire course and its feast of

challenges, the most daunting one for me
was Glencrutchery Road for my first flying
lap over the start/finish line. You’re greeted
with a fuzzy wall of colours, complete
disorientation and I had no idea how wonky
the ‘straight’ is on the approach to Bray Hill.
I was feeling surprisingly comfortable up
until the 11th Milestone and just about to hit
the brakes, pinned in fifth on the run into
Handleys when she locked up. I didn’t expect
things to get any more terrifying! Pulling
over, it was clearly evident this was a
terminal job. I think they call it an electrical
issue – a con-rod poking out of the
crankcases, punching off the starter motor...
I haven’t smoked in nearly three years, yet

I enjoyed a few cigarettes and a cup of coffee
with the accommodating marshals at
Handleys, relishing the rest of the practice
session until I was able to get rescued. I’d
decided that lap times weren’t important for
the first night but was pleasantly shocked to
hear I’d nailed a 98mph lap from a standing
start on my first ever lap of the TT!
Annoyingly, my team-mates Dave Moffitt

and Dan Harrison also suffered identical
engine fiascos and it transpires that a faulty
batch of con-rod bolts had failed – a shame
as James and the crew have put in countless
hours into building these motors, trying to
compete with the Kawasakis. Controlled
panic ensued as a desperate method of
transporting three spare engines from Bristol
to the Isle of Man had to be figured out, and
this thankfully soon was.

The next two days were spent
transplanting stock motors into the
three bikes, which unfortunately
meant losing a chunk of
horsepower and, more importantly,
the Nova close-ratio gearboxes.
Still, on mapping my bike on the
dyno in parc ferme, we were
chuffed to see 84bhp from a
completely standard 650 engine
– which goes to show how vital
and effective the unique JHS
carbon airbox is.
Our second night of practice

was on Tuesday night and I was
already regretting not having a
big bike to practice on. Lightweights follow a
day on, one day off schedule that means a
lack of valuable track time, and I was the
only newcomer solely competing on a twin.
I’ve never experienced nerves like it –

nothing like the relatively relaxed emotions
of my first night. There was a slightly morbid
sense of going to war, self-imposed pressure
to perform from the racer inside (although
absolutely none from anyone else) and
waiting for our session to begin was killing
me. My first lap felt good and I managed to
cling onto a few riders that passed me,
learning something new during every mile. I
thought I was hauling, hanging onto the
’bars when James Hillier flew by one-
handed, stroking his bumhole and flicking
the bird with the other...
Approaching Ginger Hall, I was thinking,

‘oh fuck,’ petrified of the next few miles.
Right now, the bike is near unrideable and
we need to work on a few things to make it
bearable. I’m losing minutes through this
section. Milky said to me, ‘don’t bother
turning up your steering damper, as it’ll only

transfer the forces
into the chassis and slap more violently.’
So that’s alright then…
On returning to the pits, I was told I’d

posted a 102.9mph lap, which ain’t too
shabby for my third lap of the Mountain
Course and not far off my 105mph first year
target. In fact, I was euphoric! Right now,
racing a superbike round here is purely a
fantasy. Obviously, I had masses of respect
for TT riders before competing here, but that
respect has grown enormously. There’s no
doubt I also underestimated the physical
aspect of the TT. I couldn't walk for two days
after the first night of practice: it felt as
though I’d completed several triathlons, like
someone had been repeatedly hammering my
thighs. And I thought I’d previously
experienced horrific arm pump but nothing
compares to the second lap of practice during
that second session.
So far it’s been encouraging. I’m happy,

relatively fast and loving every minute,
although my primary goal remains; to come
home in one piece…

Smokin’. Both the bike, and Alafter his first taste of the TT

First lap – the eyes say it all!
Pic: Dave Collister
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You spend what seems like a lifetime prepping
yourself for the TT, then the next thing you
know you’re nailing a 220bhp superbike through

villages and having the biggest buzz of your life. I’m here
now and writing this on the Monday night of race week.
Today’s been a pretty mint day, to be fair.
Finishing in the top 10 was a good result for the T3

Racing team on the Triumph Daytona 675R. That bike’s
been handling a treat since we got here, but it’s been
lacking that all essential midrange, which makes life
damn hard work. Drive is everything over here, but I’m
optimistic the team will have stepped the package up by
fitting a new exhaust before the second supersport race
later this week. Finger’s crossed.
I also had a good run out on the stocker a few hours

ago. Practice week was a bit of a mare on the BMWs,
because the bikes were just rock hard with their set-ups.
We tried a few different things, but it was only during the
second half of practice week that we started to make
some solid progress. My biggest hang-up has been the
electronics. I’ve had more moments than I’d care to think
about, and that’s mostly been down to not being able to
predict or engage with the software on the stocker and decent until the end of race week. That’d be a right result

. ’’

PENZ13.COM BMW
ROAD RACING

Gary
Johnson

There's a smile behind
the helmet, as the Trumpet
didn't want to main Gaz!

Stunning, in every
way imaginable...
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Two Strokes
Are Back!

We report from the launch of the
smokin' hot Suter MMX500

PLUS:
How you go about spending £50k on a Gixer!
Yamaha's Tracer 700 gets its first abuse

Naked Aggression – stripped superbikes tested...

On Sale – 19th July 2016
Buy it at WHSmiths, Tesco, Asda, Sainburys, Morrisons

and all good newsagents. Some bad ones, too!

For da kidz wanting da digital edition head to
www.classicmagazines.co.uk

NEXT MONTH
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DUCATI WSB
WORLD SUPERBIKE

Hi guys, the season's going by pretty quick, right?
So, another two rounds to tell you about this
month, starting with Sepang and what was

basically a new track. It wasn't just a resurface, they'd
gone to town making sure the run-off was better and
changed the camber on some of the turns. The Tarmac
itself was very different, quite grippy, but so fresh there
were still little patches of water coming up through it,
which wasn't ideal. It was pretty dodgy to contend with
and we were the first to really use it. A couple of guys
went down, but the track got better everyday as more
rubber was put down.

The final turn was quite different, too. They changed
the camber to slow it down, off-camber on entry but the
exit was almost like going over a crest that drops away
from you. It was quite awkward to drive off it as it just
dropped away. The corner itself was similar, you just had
to be more wary. Turn two now has less of a dip in it, it's
more open with one gradient and turn four the same too.
A mega job really, and made it all a bit different.

The weekend itself was a bit of a challenge, we did
struggle to get the bike to match the new surface, there
was probably too much grip, to be honest. After the racing
we managed to work out where we had gone wrong. The
bike had been nervous and felt different to what it ever
had done before. After leaving there last year with a win
and second, it was a bit of a bummer with a third and
fourth. Coming off the back of a double win weekend at
Imola expectations were high from myself, but it's hard to
live up to and Sepang was uphill from the start.

I was going well enough in the wet race, but lost all
grip in the front, the first time I've ever had a Pirelli wear
out the front before the rear. It was weird, I never felt the
rear was brilliant, but it was workable, and then within
two corners it was like the front had aged ten laps. I'd
worked the front quite hard as I was struggling with the
rear, so may have over-heated it. It was annoying, as I
went from having a good race and was thinking I could
catch Nicky and win it, to wondering whether I could
even stay on just half a lap later! We didn't get the best
from the whole package, but it is what it is and the first
weekend where getting the bike right was tricky.

Then came Donington, and it all went up in flames,
literally! With the new schedule you can’t give away any
practice time, let alone an entire session. The fire left me
just 15 minutes on Saturday morning where you can't do

a lot. Something happened with my tank on Friday and I
ended up watching my bike burn to bits. I didn't realise I
was on fire at first, then saw it and tried to get it to the
fence. But I ended up going about two yards before
leaping off it to save my balls from getting fried. Lucky in
some ways, unlucky in others. Lucky as at Donington if
fuel or oil is coming out through somewhere like Craner
Curves it doesn't even bear thinking about!

But it stiffed me for Saturday, with only a short
morning warm-up and qualifying before race one. The
practice schedule needs to change really, and hopefully
will for next year. We do have spare bikes this year, but
they're not set-up and you can't go back to your first bike
if you use your second. It's nearly a complete waste of
time having a number two bike. I understand it helps
privateers, but it doesn't make a difference on the cost
side of things, it's just a whole load more work if you
need to use it! Anyway, that’s not my business, I guess!

So, I tried my bollocks off in Saturday's race, which felt
like Friday afternoon to be honest. I was happy to be
leading the race, pushing a bit, but knew the set-up
wasn't quite there. A mistake in Goddard's, getting off
the brake as the track drops, saw it unload too quickly
and off I went. I got back on and made up some places,
but the second crash was just one of those things. I could
have settled for points, admittedly, seven points being
better than none. But that's not my remit this year,
so thought I'd see what would happen
and paid the price. But hey, another
front row start! And a podium in
race two, but losing so much
practice time meant I couldn't
stay with the Kawasakis but
I’m happy that I wasn't too
far off them.

The good news is that
last year I was over a 100
points behind Jonny Rea at
the same point, and we're
coming into a good part
of the season for us.

I'm off to try and
secure my future for
another year, hopefully
I'll have some news for
you next month!

Chaz – not abarbecue fan...

Chaz Davies
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Steve
Parrish
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EX-RACER & TEAM MANAGER
RACE INSIDER

Hi everyone, we’re a day away from the racing
starting here at the TT, and I still can’t believe
the weather we’ve had so far. It’s been great for

the newcomers, like Fagan, as they’ve been able to get in
about double the laps they normally do. I haven’t caught
up with him yet but have seen him going around on track
and checking his practice results. He’s doing pretty well
for a first time, although I hear the JHS bunch had some
issues with con-rods, bolts, or something, and has to run
standard engines. Not ideal, but at least he’s still out
there and going pretty fast for his first days at big school!
Folks are getting to do so many practice laps, 25 and

more in some cases, that they’re running out of fuel and
tyres so they’ve had to call in more stuff. I was talking to
Jason Griffiths from Metzeler and they had to get another
truck full of tyres to turn up!
I’ve also literally just heard that Bruce Anstey will be

riding despite crashing his Fireblade and damaging his
already damaged ankle. That surprises me so I’m off to
see Clive Padgett after I write this to see what the score
is. There’s also been a bit of controversy about the Honda
RC213V-S Bruce has been practicing on, you probably
heard about it. I think it’s mainly the BMW teams that
aren’t keen on it, I know the Tyco outfit have had a bit of
a moan, or a protest. The trouble is for these guys, at the
bottom of the TT regulations it says what's allowed to
run is down to the discretion of the organisers, and the
Superbike rules are exactly the same as the Senior. Back
in the day the Senior was open, but now they’re the same
and anything they want, goes.
And, to be fair, the Honda is a production bike, as is

the Suter 500 to some degree as you can go and order one
– and they’re planning a road version. The only one that
isn’t is the Norton, but then that’s been going quite well
in practice thus far, and it’s the name that gets it
included, and you want Norton there!
But where does this stop? We could see MotoGP bikes

here if it all goes bonkers. However, I think the TT is an
entertainment show, not a championship as such. It’s for
bringing people to come and watch these amazing bikes
going around. There’s no doubt when I was out watching
everyone was hanging over fences especially to hear and
see the Suter and RCV. Maybe the Superbike class should
be just that, road going production machines and the

Senior an open class where anything goes? That
should keep everyone happy, I think.

Looking at both sides, someone like Tyco who
go and make a Superbike to the correct specs and

weight will, of course, be miffed if someone turns up on
something like the RC which is a bit more of a MotoGP
machine. That being said, there was one parked in the
paddock here the other day, so they’re about.
Back to the weather, it’s been like the Costa Del

Douglas here, everyone is walking around with suntans
and shorts! As for the racing, I’m guessing the podiums
will be between Hutchy, McPint and Dunlop if I was
forced to put my money down, but I guess you’ll know
by now! I think a 133mph lap is on the cards, Dunlop
was close in practice already and was outrageously fast
on the Superstock machine.
Changing tack, I see Yamaha say Rossi and Lorenzo’s

engine blew up at Mugello due to over-revving them.
Hmm, I'm not sure about that to be honest, it smells
fishy to me; a rather convenient excuse. How good was
Mugello though? It was a brilliant end to the race,
although I knew Jorge was going to out-drag Marquez to
the line. I know Rossi fans were disappointed, but I can
barely believe people turned the TV off when his engine
went pop. Did they really, or did they just say they did on
social media? All a bit silly if you ask me, and if they did,
they missed a belting finale, their loss. While I’m on
about loss – stop showing multiple repeats of the start of
a race in the middle of a race! It’s madness, you miss half
a lap. It’s almost as bad as switching to teams jumping
around at the finish, missing the rest crossing the line!
I see Dorna couldn’t find a replacement round for

Monza in WSB, which means months off in the summer,
which is ridiculous. Tom Sykes was a bit too good for
everyone at Donington though, you could have made a
great fight of it, Tom! Still, six races without a win f
Jonny Rea and coming into the part of year
where Chaz and Tom usually excel, will
make for interesting watching.
Lastly, I had to attend a speed

awareness course recently. We were
given a 15 minute break halfway
through, so I snuck back and moved the
sign which directs everyone to right
conference room to a completely
different room! So when the session
reconvened, I was the only one in the
room looking like the good
student, while nobody else
turned up. I thought it was
hilarious. The instructor,
though? Not so much!

A royal visit!

BJ and Stavros
at the NW200... Villain in the middle!






